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Abstract

Elevated seismic noise for moderate-size earthquakes recorded at teleseismic distances has limited our ability to see their

complexity. We develop a machine-learning-based algorithm to separate noise and earthquake signals that overlap in frequency.

The multi-task encoder-decoder model is built around a kernel pre-trained on local (e.g., short distances) earthquake data

(missing citation) and is modified by continued learning with high-quality teleseismic data. We denoise teleseismic P waves

of deep Mw5.0+ earthquakes and use the clean P waves to estimate source characteristics with reduced uncertainties of these

understudied earthquakes. We find a scaling of moment and duration to be $M 0\simeq \tauˆ{4.16}$, and a resulting strong

scaling of stress drop and radiated energy with magnitude ($\sigma\simeq M 0ˆ{0.2}$ and $E R \simeq M 0ˆ{1.23}$). The

median radiation efficiency is 5\%, a low value compared to shallow earthquakes. Overall, we show that deep earthquakes

have weak rupture directivity and few subevents, suggesting a simple model of a circular crack with radial rupture propagation

is appropriate. When accounting for their respective scaling with earthquake size, we find no systematic depth variations of

duration, stress drop, or radiated energy within the 100-700 km depth range. Our study supports the findings of \citeA{poli -

global 2016} with a doubled amount of earthquakes investigated and with earthquakes of lower magnitudes.
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Key Points:5

• A neural network is used to double the number of earthquakes studied by improv-6

ing the data quality.7

• Denoising teleseismic waves improves the source signature in Mw5-6 events and8

reduces uncertainties9

• Large deep earthquake ruptures are dissipative and compact10
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Abstract11

Elevated seismic noise for moderate-size earthquakes recorded at teleseismic distances12

has limited our ability to see their complexity. We develop a machine-learning-based al-13

gorithm to separate noise and earthquake signals that overlap in frequency. The multi-14

task encoder-decoder model is built around a kernel pre-trained on local (e.g., short dis-15

tances) earthquake data (Yin et al., 2022) and is modified by continued learning with16

high-quality teleseismic data. We denoise teleseismic P waves of deep Mw5.0+ earth-17

quakes and use the clean P waves to estimate source characteristics with reduced uncer-18

tainties of these understudied earthquakes. We find a scaling of moment and duration19

to be M0 ≃ τ4.16, and a resulting strong scaling of stress drop and radiated energy with20

magnitude (σ ≃ M0.2
0 and ER ≃ M1.23

0 ). The median radiation efficiency is 5%, a low21

value compared to shallow earthquakes. Overall, we show that deep earthquakes have22

weak rupture directivity and few subevents, suggesting a simple model of a circular crack23

with radial rupture propagation is appropriate. When accounting for their respective scal-24

ing with earthquake size, we find no systematic depth variations of duration, stress drop,25

or radiated energy within the 100-700 km depth range. Our study supports the findings26

of Poli and Prieto (2016) with a doubled amount of earthquakes investigated and with27

earthquakes of lower magnitudes.28

Plain Language Summary29

The vibration of the Earth’s ground recorded at seismometers carries the seismic30

signatures of distant earthquakes superimposed to the Earth’s natural or anthropogenic31

noise surrounding the seismic station. We use artificial intelligence technology to sep-32

arate the weak signals of distant earthquakes from other sources of ground vibrations33

that are not related to the earthquakes. The separated signal provides new insights into34

earthquakes, especially those within the Earth’s deep interior, most of which have not35

been investigated due to noise levels. In contrast with shallow earthquakes, deep earth-36

quakes are less efficient at radiating energy, though their stress drop and radiated en-37

ergy are abnormally larger the bigger they are. This may suggest that deep earthquakes38

tend to be more confined fault surfaces. A dual mechanism between nucleation in the39

subduction-zone core and propagation of larger events in the dry mantle explains our40

observations.41

1 Introduction42

Deep earthquakes are understudied because they tend not to generate shaking-induced43

damage, only rarely generate surface displacement (Steblov et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2023;44

Park et al., 2023), and their extreme remoteness yields poor seismic signals on surface45

sensors. They occur in the deep portion of subducted oceanic lithosphere. The mech-46

anisms that lead to the unstable seismic slip of deep earthquakes are still debated (Zhan,47

2020). Indeed, the rheology of Earth materials does not favor brittle failure below about48

70 km, thus requiring mechanisms different from shallow earthquakes. A minimum of49

seismicity is reached at a depth of about 300 km (Frohlich, 1989; Green & Houston, 1995;50

Kirby et al., 1996; Zhan, 2020), indicating different mechanisms operate the intermedi-51

ate (above 300 km) and deep-focus earthquakes (below 300 km). Previous studies have52

revealed fairly complicated characteristics of the deep earthquakes (Ye et al., 2016; Knopoff53

& Randall, 1970). The focal mechanisms of deep earthquakes usually show non-double-54

couple components (Knopoff & Randall, 1970), implying more complex rupture processes55

than simple shear dislocation on faults with uniform fault geometries. The non-double-56

couple moment tensor could also be partially attributed to the anisotropic features of57

the slab rock fabric (Li et al., 2018). Deep earthquakes’ stress drops are larger than shal-58

low earthquakes, mostly due to the increased rigidity (Vallée, 2013). Multiple investi-59

gations found a strong magnitude dependence of the stress drop, which may be inter-60
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preted as dynamic weakening mechanisms (Radulian & Popa, 1996; Oth et al., 2009; Pri-61

eto et al., 2013; Poli & Prieto, 2016). Deep earthquakes follow Gutenberg-Richter law (B.62

Gutenberg & C. F. Richter, 1949) but have depleted aftershock productivity compared63

to shallow earthquakes (Dascher-Cousineau et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2020).64

The presence of deep earthquakes within the subducted slab provides an interest-65

ing window to explore the physical processes of subduction. (Zhan, 2020) reviewed the66

three leading mechanisms that favor dynamic rupture of deep earthquakes: i) mineral67

dehydration from metamorphosis processes that release fluids and lubricate faults (i.e.,68

dehydration embrittlement), ii) phase transformation that changes mineral density and69

volume, and iii) thermal runaway that lowers fault friction from shear heating. The flu-70

ids released by mineral dehydration are thought to explain the double-seismic zone (DSZ)71

(Brudzinski et al., 2007; Hacker et al., 2003; Yamasaki & Seno, 2003; Abers et al., 2013).72

Whether the released water can penetrate the slab core (Green & Houston, 1995; Boneh73

et al., 2019) and be transported deeper in the mantle is still under debate (Plümper et74

al., 2017; Pearson et al., 2014; Schmandt et al., 2014; Tschauner et al., 2018; Sobolev et75

al., 2019).76

Teleseismic observations of deep earthquakes are the most common data available77

to study these earthquakes. Because small events are more frequent than large earth-78

quakes, moderate-size earthquakes (Mw5-6) could provide crucial constraints on the rup-79

ture mechanisms of deep earthquakes. However, elevated seismic noise has limited our80

ability to investigate the dynamics of moderate-size earthquakes (Mw5-6) from teleseis-81

mic distances. The source analyses of deep earthquakes have been conducted with only82

the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data of Mw5.8+ earthquakes (Poli & Prieto, 2014,83

2016), leaving a vast number of moderate-magnitude earthquakes ignored given then with84

lower SNR waveforms. Furthermore, SNR-based data selection of teleseismic P waves85

may result in azimuthal biases with azimuths and take-off angles due to the radiation86

pattern.87

The superposition of seismic noise and signal at overlapping frequencies poses chal-88

lenges to the traditional Fourier-based noise removal approaches (Douglas, 1997). Other89

time-frequency methods are useful in separating the overlapped spectra but requiring90

extensive human intervention (Donoho & Johnstone, 1994; Stockwell et al., 1996; Chang91

et al., 2000; Mousavi & Langston, 2017). The recent development of deep neural net-92

works for seismological research has repeatedly demonstrated its potential for extract-93

ing coherent earthquake features from noisy seismic observations. Several recent stud-94

ies have applied machine learning to denoise the signals in the time-frequency domain95

with the assumption that local earthquake and noise signals have distinct Fourier spec-96

tra. Zhu et al. (2019) converted seismic time series (seismograms) of local earthquakes97

to a time-frequency representation and developed a deep convolutional neural network98

to extract the earthquake signals in a time-frequency latent space. In fact, the time-frequency99

information may also be utilized implicitly by appropriate convolutional layers consid-100

ered multi-frequency-band “filters” in the time domain. Using that concept, Novoselov101

et al. (2022) showed that recurrent neural networks could separate overlapping seismic102

signals produced by distinct sources. Yin et al. (2022) combined two-branch encoder-103

decoder and recurrent neural networks to compose the WaveDecompNet, which has been104

proven effective in reconstructing local earthquake and noise waveforms. Yin et al. (2022)105

demonstrated that even the clean noise waveforms improved the coherence of noise single-106

station cross-correlations for ambient noise seismology.107

There remain challenges in using these existing models to denoise teleseismic record-108

ings. First, teleseismic waveforms have a much lower SNR than local or regional wave-109

forms for the same earthquake magnitude, mainly due to the geometrical spreading and110

attenuation. Second, the attenuation of global seismic phases distorts the signal such that111

signal frequencies overlap with the microseismic signals in velocity seismograms.112
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This study uses a multi-task encoder-decoder to denoise the teleseismic waves of113

global M5.0+ earthquakes, a method that we name “DenoTe” (Shi, 2023). The neural114

network takes the architecture of WaveDecompNet (Yin et al., 2022) as a kernel to ex-115

tract high-level features of the teleseismic body waves and uses convolutional layers to116

reconstruct the denoised signals and pure noise signals. We add a layer on the top and117

bottom of the kernel network to adjust the input window lengths. Our training data com-118

prises teleseismic data from the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks119

(FDSN) for Mw5-8 earthquakes of the 2000-2021 International Seismological Centre (ISC)120

earthquake catalog (International Seismological Centre, 2022). The pre-trained kernel121

is updated through transfer learning. We denoise the teleseismic body waves to extract122

P-wave pulses of deep Mw5.0+ earthquakes. We estimate several source parameters: pulse123

duration and rupture directivity using relative duration measurements and radiated en-124

ergy, stress drop, and fracture energy using denoised P-wave spectra. We discuss the strong125

scaling of these properties with earthquake magnitude in contrast with the typical scal-126

ing of crustal earthquakes and the possible dual mechanisms that would explain inter-127

mediate and deep earthquakes.128

2 Data Preparation129

Figure 1. Earthquakes and seismic stations. (a) The 1148 earthquakes with high-SNR

recordings used as training data. (b) The FDSN and GSN broadband stations recorded the

45,262 high-SNR teleseismic waveforms of the 1148 earthquakes. (c) The 920 deep earthquakes

with low-SNR teleseismic waveforms labeled with focal mechanisms are denoised and tested in

this study.

We use supervised learning to separate the earthquake and noise waveforms from130

their combined form. The amount, diversity, and accuracy of the training data greatly131

impact learning performance. The volume of high-quality earthquake records from global132

seismic networks has grown vastly in the past two decades. We extract 1148 Mw5.5+133

earthquakes from the 2000-2021 ISC earthquake catalog (International Seismological Cen-134

tre, 2022) based on focal mechanisms (specifically rake angle) to ensure a relatively even135
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number of strike-slip (306), normal-faulting (242), and reverse-faulting (600) earthquake136

types. The extracted earthquake list includes events from diverse seismic regions and depths137

ranging from the surface to 700 km (Figure1a).138

To prepare the labels of “clean” P waves seismic waveforms, we download data from139

all broadband seismometers available from the FDSN stations selected at teleseismic an-140

gular distances between 30◦ and 90◦ to avoid Moho and core reflected and converted phases.141

The P waves of Mw5.0-5.9 are noisy in general, thus, tend not to be included in the train-142

ing data given our signal-to-noise ratio-based selection criteria. We calculate the P-wave143

arrival time based on the catalog origin time and hypocentral location using an Obspy144

implementation of Tau-P (Crotwell et al., 1999; Beyreuther et al., 2010) in an IASPI91145

Earth model (Kennet, 1991). We then downsample the three-component ground veloc-146

ity waveforms down to 10 Hz and cut a wide time window starting from 2,500 seconds147

before and 2,500 seconds after the P-arrival. We then calculate the amplitude-based SNR148

using a noise window (75-10 seconds before) and a signal window (0-75 seconds after the149

P-wave arrival) with the following definition,150

SNR =
AS

AN
, (1)151

where AS and AN are the standard deviations of the amplitudes of the signal window152

and noise window, respectively. We only select the clean P-wave labels with SNR higher153

than 25 for training. We gathered 45,262 high-SNR P waves of 1,148 earthquakes of mag-154

nitude Mw5.5+. To generate realistic noise waveforms, we extract a 150-second noise win-155

dow before each P wave arrival time and consider it as the noise signal specific to the156

station. Our data selection provides 45,262 earthquake traces and 45,262 noise traces,157

each composed of three-component seismograms. The proportions of waveforms gener-158

ated by the strike-slip, normal-faulting, and reverse-faulting events are 21%, 25%, and159

54%, respectively (Figure 1b).160

3 Denoising161

We develop, train, and apply a multi-task encoder-decoder to denoise the teleseis-162

mic P waves in the time domain. We adapt from an existing model architecture by Yin163

et al. (2022) to use teleseismic data.164

3.1 Neural Network Architecture165

We expand from the encoder-decoder network of Yin et al. (2022) to adapt to longer166

input window lengths. We follow a similar style as WaveDecompNet in Yin et al. (2022).167

Because the teleseismic waveforms have distinct low-level features from the local wave-168

forms, we stack the WaveDecomNet kernel with feature extraction layers. The stacked169

neural network on the top encoder branch is a 2-layer convolutional neural network (CNN)170

with a 1-layer fully connected layer (FCNN) on the optimal training performance. Next,171

we introduce the architecture of the two-branch encoder-encoder (Figure 2) and the strat-172

egy to enhance training efficiency.173

Similar to Yin et al. (2022), we use a stride of two after each CNN layer to avoid174

aliasing (Zhang, 2019). A skip connection is introduced after the first CNN layer to re-175

tain the fine scale of the feature. Compared to the single-branch prediction of either the176

earthquake or noise signal (Zhu et al., 2019; Novoselov et al., 2022), our multi-task model177

(i.e., two-branch prediction) depends on the efficiency of feature extraction for both earth-178

quake and noise signals.179

The data is normalized using standard scaling (removing the mean and normal-180

izing by the data standard deviation) and can be rescaled after the wavefield separation181

by the same scaling factor. In the following analysis, where we measure simply duration182
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Figure 2. Architecture of the teleseismic wave denoiser, DenoTe. DenoTe is constructed based

on the U-net with symmetric structures in the encoding and decoding branches of WaveDecomp-

Net (Yin et al., 2022). The neural network reads composite earthquake waveforms (black) and

predicts earthquake (red) and noise (gray) signals through the two output branches, which have

the same structure and length. The size, number of channels, and kernel length are indicated for

each sub-network. CNN: convolutional neural network. FCNN: fully connected neural network.
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Figure 3. The three steps of data augmentation: the raw high-SNR P wave (red) is 1)

stretched, 2) shifted along the time axis, and 3) scaled before it is stacked with the noise (gray)

extracted from the same station to compose the noisy waveform (black).

estimates and normalize the data to seismic moment, we do not rescale the data after183

denoising.184

3.2 Data Augmentation185

Training the model with 60% of the overall data is insufficient to yield a satisfy-186

ing model performance (see details below). Therefore, we proceed with a data augmen-187

tation approach to improve model training. We conduct a three-step data augmentation188

to increase the diversity of the training data (Figure 3), which is most important to the189

generalization of neural networks. The training data is more likely selected from higher190

magnitude earthquakes (i.e., Mw6+), which tend to have longer source duration and thus191

tend to generate relatively lower-frequency signals compared to the more frequent smaller192

earthquakes. Hence, the raw training data lacks high-frequency information, such as those193

expected for lower-magnitude earthquakes (Mw5-6). To generate high-frequency data194

compatible with these small earthquakes, we augment the training data of earthquake195

waveforms by squeezing the seismogram along the time axis. The squeezing ratio is ran-196

domly sampled from 1,2,...8 with equal probability (i.e., 12.5% for all ratios). We then197

shift waveforms to avoid the case of the denoising algorithm memorizing the stationary198

P-wave arrival time Zhu et al. (2020). We take the theoretical P arrival time as the orig-199

inal zero and then shift waveforms using a uniform probability between ± 75 seconds.200

After shifting, we trim the time series to the −75s ∼ +75s time window. Thus, the trimmed201

waveforms mostly include the P wave onsets. In the final augmentation step, we stack202

each 150-second trace with the 150-second amplified noise extracted from pre-P noise203

at the same channel. A random SNR (as defined in Equation 1) between 0.5 and 10 is204

selected to give earthquake and noise relative weights in the combined, “noisy” wave-205

form. The three-step augmentation –stretching, shifting, and adding noise– is performed206

repeatedly in every training epoch with randomly selected parameters. The diversity of207

the data is enhanced with each additional training step (epoch), which reduces the pos-208

sibility of overfitting the training data (Zhu et al., 2020).209
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Figure 4. Example of DenoTe’s performance. In the time domain: (a) composite wave-

form, (b) (label) earthquake signal (label data, P-wave, its coda, and the direct S wave), (c)

comparison between the labeled (red) and predicted (blue) earthquake signals (and their vari-

ance reduction and correlation coefficient), and (a) comparison between the labeled (red) and

predicted (blue) noise signals (and their variance reduction and correlation coefficient). In the

frequency domain: (e) comparison between the velocity spectra of the label and predicted earth-

quake data and (f) comparison between the velocity spectra of the label and predicted noise

data.

3.3 Training210

We train DenoTe using the composed waveform data and high-quality labels of the211

P-wave and noise signals. We first shuffle and then split the entire dataset and correspond-212

ing labels into three subsets: 60% for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for testing.213

Data augmentation (section 3.2) is done after the split, ensuring no data exchange among214

subsets or no data leakage leading to unrealistic testing scores. The validation and test215

data are also augmented data sets after data augmentation of the original data. Train-216

ing is greatly improved thanks to data augmentation.217

The main criterion for proper denoising is the similarity between the predicted and218

labeled waveforms for both earthquake and noise time series. To improve from the clas-219
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sic loss function mean-squared error (MSE) and focus on wiggle-by-wiggle reconstruc-220

tion, we define a new loss function that combines the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC)221

and the MSE of the residual waveforms: loss = MSE + 1- CC. The CC is independent222

of the absolute wave amplitude, typically between -1.0 and 1.0, such that 1-CC varies223

between 0 and 2. In comparison, the MSE typically ranges between 0 and 1. Different224

weighting choices are tested between MSE and (1-CC). We find by trial and error an equal225

weighting between both is optimal for reducing the waveform misfit.226

We train for up to 200 epochs and set up an early stopping mechanism when the227

minimum validation loss is not updated for 20 consecutive epochs. We randomly divide228

the training subset into 177 mini-batches containing 256 three-component waveforms.229

The learning rate is fixed at 0.001, combined with an adaptive momentum (ADAM) to230

control the step size in the gradient-decent process. This training process is efficient and231

converges at a low loss of about 0.45 after 140 epochs (see Figure S1). The validation232

loss computed for every epoch shows closely follows the training loss. The final testing233

loss is 0.46 (Fig. S1), similar to the training and validation losses. The training, valida-234

tion, and test losses suggest that the neural network does not over-fit the training data235

and may generalize to diverse teleseismic waves. In Figure 4, we compare the ground truth236

waveform and the predicted waveforms (P wave and noise), both matching well the am-237

plitude of the pulse and the phases in the direct and coda waves of P and S waves.238

3.4 Predicting (denoising) the P waves239

We apply DenoTe to 3,079 Mw5.0+ deep earthquakes between 1/1/2000 and 12/31/2021,240

of which 920 are labeled with focal mechanisms (217 strike-slip, 341 reverse-faulting and241

362 normal faulting events as shown in Figure1c). The data is normalized before pre-242

diction and rescaled after wavefield separation using standard scaling.243

For subsequent validation of the source characteristics, we select the raw, noisy P244

waves with SNR >2 (as defined in Equation 1) and extract the denoised P waves through245

DenoTe. This ensures that the post-processing analysis is only selecting data that could246

have been included in previous analysis and should limit the effect of artifacts generated247

by the model (though these were minimal when using the WaveDecompNet kernel Yin248

et al. (2022)).249

The first-order source processes are better analyzed from displacement waveforms250

since these are proportional to the moment-rate function in the far-field seismograms.251

Therefore, we integrate all denoised velocity waveforms to displacement and normalize252

them to their maximum absolute amplitude. We show waveform examples from two earth-253

quakes, original and denoised waveforms, sorted by station azimuth relative to the earth-254

quake epicenter, aligned using cross-correlation Figure 5. We find a systematic improve-255

ment of the P wave signal-to-noise ratio for a broad range of frequencies after denois-256

ing.257

We find, in general, that the noise is considerably reduced: pre-P signals have much258

lower amplitudes and low-frequency noises after the P and are also absent in the post-259

P pulse. Because of the noise removal, it is a lot easier to visualize and automatically260

measure pulse width.261

4 Source Parameters262

The goal of this study is to improve the quality of the source parameters of the deep263

Mw5.0+ earthquakes. Source parameters are extracted from the time domain (source264

duration and directivity) or the spectral domain (corner frequency, stress drop, radiated265

energy, and radiation ratio).266
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Figure 5. Denoising performance on two representative earthquakes deep earthquakes: the

Mw6.1 2013 April 21 earthquake near the Izu Islands in Japan and the Mw5.9 2002 February 1

earthquake at Primor’ye in Russia. (a) and (c) show the original displacement waveforms, and

(b) and (d) show the denoised waveforms. The waveforms are aligned with the peak amplitude,

stretched based on the maximum cross-correlation coefficients, and sorted by azimuth relative to

the epicenter. The blue waveforms are flipped in polarity for better visualization. The dashed

line marks the onset of the P waves. The stacked displacement waveform is shown in green. The

cumulative energy waveform shown in red is computed using the integral of the squared stacked

velocity waveform. The black and yellow dots indicate the onset and termination time of the

energy growth, which defines the duration.

–10–
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In the following subsections, we select the denoised deep events with at least 20 data267

in at least six azimuthal bins (each of 45◦ width). This selection leads to 739 deep Mw5+268

earthquakes for further analysis and ensures that the statistical properties of deep earth-269

quakes are not biased by imperfect data coverage. This about doubles the number of events270

studied relative to Poli and Prieto (2016).271

4.1 Source Duration272

The event source duration is assumed to be the measured pulse width of the stacked273

P displacement waveform (we ignore the broadening of the pulse due to attenuation).274

This assumption is made because displacement seismograms are proportional to moment275

rate functions in the far field of an attenuation-free whole space. We first shift the time276

series using cross-correlation. We use the highest SNR trace as a reference and align all277

others using cross-correlation. We normalize the waveforms with their maximum am-278

plitudes (flipping those with negative polarity). We then stack the aligned and normal-279

ized traces for a first reference waveform. In a second iteration, we align the waveforms280

according to the first reference. We show these aligned and normalized waveforms in Fig-281

ure 5.282

In the second iteration, we take the stacked waveform as a reference to align each283

normalized trace again. We then stretch each normalized trace according to the refer-284

ence using the stretching ratio that maximizes the Pearson coefficient between the stretched285

trace and the reference. We then stack the aligned and stretched pulses to obtain our286

improved stacked P-wave pulse.287

We measure the source duration of the average from cumulative energy. We first288

take the derivative of the stacked displacement pulse, square it, and integrate it over time289

to compute the cumulative energy function. A typical cumulative energy function shows290

a flat-ramp-flat shape, where the time when cumulative energy rises corresponds to the291

source duration. We use the time when 5% and 90% of the total energy are reached to292

approximate the onset and termination of the event. The threshold choice was chosen293

to mitigate the artifact of the coda waves. All durations done in the time domain fol-294

low this calculation.295

Because earthquake duration varies greatly with earthquake magnitude, we also296

calculate the scaled duration τS in a similar way to Houston et al. (1998) and Poli and297

Prieto (2014), using the following definition,298

τS =
β

βref

(
Mref

0

M0

)3+ϵ

τ, (2)299

where τ is the source duration, β is the shear-wave velocity at the event depth of the Pre-300

liminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), and M0 is301

the event seismic moment. Mref
0 is the reference moment 1019 N m and βref is the shear-302

wave velocity 4.4 km/s at the reference depth 170 km. Here, ϵ represents the departure303

from the self-similarity and is fit to the data (Houston et al., 1998; Kanamori, 2004; Poli304

& Prieto, 2014). The map view of the scaled duration is shown in Figure S2.305

We also measure duration as the inverse of the corner frequency. Section 4.4 dis-306

cusses how we perform spectral fitting, extracting the corner frequency that is inversely307

proportional to the duration. We test this relation and show it in supplementary Fig-308

ure S3.309

The source duration of moderate-size earthquakes (1016 < M0 < 1019 N m) shows310

relatively higher variability than those of larger earthquakes (M0 > 1019 N m), pos-311

sibly due to the limited number of large events or sensitivity to residual noise (Figure 6a).312

This increased variability at low magnitudes is typical of studies Allmann and Shearer313
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Figure 6. Durations scaling with magnitude and depth. (a) The source duration is

shown as a function of the moment with markers color-coded by the event depth and compared

with two idealized scaling relationships shown as black lines (the solid line for a scaling of 0.24,

the dashed line for a self-similar scaling of 0.33). Each green dot and bar indicate the boot-

strapped average of each moment bin and its standard deviation. (b) The magnitude-scaled

source duration (eq 2) against depth and color-coded by the event magnitude. The green dots

indicate the bootstrapped average and the error bars indicate the standard deviation of the depth

bins.

(2009); Denolle and Shearer (2016); Courboulex et al. (2016). As shown in Figure 6a,314

the source duration of the earthquakes of moments around 1018 N m (equivalent to MW 5.9)315

ranges between 1 and 8 s, which is about an order of magnitude difference. The dura-316

tion measurement taken as the inverse of the corner frequency exhibits similar variabil-317

ity (Figure S3).318

Potential errors that introduce variability in the measurements could be attributed319

to depth phases of the shallowest deep earthquakes, which can be easily eliminated for320

short-duration events using a cut-off time window of 0-20 s following the first arrival, but321

could be difficult to remove for long-duration events where the depth phases interfering322

with the direct phases.323

We fit the observed log10 τ ∼ a log10 M0 with linear regression, where the dura-324

tion is corrected with the depth-dependent bulk properties (i.e., shear-wave velocity).325

We find that a = 0.24 matches best with the moderate- to large-magnitude earthquakes,326

and this represents the scaling τ ∼ M0.24
0 . The measurements of the inverse of corner327

frequency further confirm the scaling assuming τ = 1/fc (see Figure S3). This scaling328

is similar to what has been found for intermediate and deep earthquakes (Allmann &329

Shearer, 2009; Turner et al., 2022; Poli & Prieto, 2016).330

The depth dependence in scaled duration is well explained by the depth variations331

in material properties, or equivalently that scaled duration is depth independent. Given332

a reference magnitude of Mw6.6, the scaled duration at a depth of 100-250 km has a mean333

value of about 5.5 s, while those at a depth of 500-600 km have a mean value of about334

5.3 s. The mean scaled duration, when estimated from corner frequency (i.e., 1/fc), of335

the intermediate-depth and deep-focus events are both about 5.5 s. Similar variability336

of 1/fc is found for the intermediate-depth and deep-focus events (2-12 s).337
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4.2 Directivity Effects338

The rupture directivity alters the shape of far-field P-wave pulses by stretching or339

squeezing the seismic waveforms with ratios that vary with the azimuths and take-off340

angles away from the direction of rupture propagation. Directivity effects usually yield341

a shorter apparent duration and an enhanced high-frequency content in the direction of342

rupture propagation. These effects may be referred to as Doppler effects. When the earth-343

quake rupture propagates in a unilateral direction, the Doppler effects are clear and asym-344

metric with respect to the direction of rupture. When the earthquake rupture propagates345

fast, as measured by the ratio of the rupture speed Vr to the velocity of the seismic wave346

propagation VP , it enhances the contrast in apparent duration and magnifies Doppler347

effects.348

Figure S4 illustrates the geometrical relation between the direction of rupture and349

the direction of the seismic ray taking off. We modify equation 1 of Park and Ishii (2015)350

to express the apparent duration of the P-wave pulse at station i, τi:351

τi =
L

Vr

(
1− Vr

VP
cos θi

)
, (3)352

where Vr is the average speed of a unilaterally propagating through rupture, L is the to-353

tal length of rupture, VP is the P-wave velocity at the source, and θi is the angle between354

the rupture propagation and ray take-off directions. Because Vr tends to be closer to the355

shear-wave speed VS , directivity effects in P-wave pulses are typically less than observed356

in S-wave pulses. Based on the geometry between the rupture directivity and the seis-357

mic ray path (Fig. 7a), cos θi is358

cos θi = sin γi sinβ + cos γi cosβ cos(ϕi − ϕr), (4)359

where the angle parameters are explained and illustrated in Figure S4. Each source-station360

geometry provides a unique set of geometrical parameters. We know ϕi and γi from earth-361

quake and receiver location and τi from measurements. We need to find L, Vr, β, and362

ϕr. We perform a grid search for the four parameters. β is searched between −π/2 and363

π/2 with 36 grid points, ϕr is searched between 0 and 2π with 72 grid points, Vr is searched364

within 0 ∼ VP with 100 grid points and L is searched between 0.6 Vr τ and 1.4 Vr τ365

with 8 grid points.366

In order to get apparent Vr and the direction of directivity, we need to measure τi.367

We measure the τi at each station using the stretching/squeezing ratio between the station-368

specific and the station-stacked displacement P waveforms. Then, we take the ratio be-369

tween the relative pulse durations and the average source duration. We draw a three-370

dimensional distribution of the relative durations because the P-wave rays from the source371

to receivers have specific take-off angles and azimuths.372

We select the events with at least 20 data in at least six azimuthal bins (each of373

45◦ width). The ratio of the optimal rupture velocity of the events with the local S-wave374

velocity is referred to as the “Doppler ratio” because it is only relevant for unilateral mov-375

ing ruptures. Here, we cannot determine the rupture velocity of a radially propagating376

rupture, but we can assess the circularity of the rupture propagation with the Doppler377

ratio. High Doppler strength indicates a rather unilateral rupture, and a low Doppler378

ratio indicates a rather circular rupture. Our measured Doppler ratio (Vrup/VS) is shown379

in Figure 7a. Most earthquakes in this analysis have an apparent unilateral rupture speed380

slower than 50% of the S-wave velocity. Hence, we draw our first conclusion that uni-381

lateral propagation is not the dominant mode of propagation of deep earthquakes. Rather,382

the crack model of radially propagating rupture might well suit our observations.383

We report that the denoised waveforms yield a much-reduced variance among the384

station-specific Doppler ratio values. We attribute this to the enhanced cross-correlation385
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Figure 7. The Doppler effect of deep earthquakes analyzed in this study. (a) The equivalent

unilateral rupture speed ratio to the S-wave velocity near the earthquake source is plotted to

show the relation with the moment, color-coded by event depth. (b) The number of peaks of the

source time function in relation to seismic moment color-coded by event depth.

coefficients of stretched P waves, contributing to a more precise estimation of the rel-386

ative source durations.387

Our result shows a significant correlation between the estimated Vrup/VS and earth-388

quake moment. The smaller earthquakes have a broad range of Doppler ratios between389

0.0 and 0.8, with a mean value of 0.3 (Figure 7a). This means the equivalent unilateral390

rupture speeds of the moderate-size deep earthquakes are mostly lower than 30% of the391

S-wave velocity. The large deep earthquakes have a narrower range of Doppler ratio val-392

ues between 0.0 and 0.4, with a mean value of 0.15. The decrease of the maximum Doppler393

ratio with the increasing moment may be related to i) the weakening of material beyond394

the seismogenic width (i.e., the slab) or ii) the growing complexity of the rupture pro-395

cesses, which can be involved with multiple faults or multiple mechanisms during a sin-396

gle large deep event, leading to more homogeneous rupture propagation and a poorer rep-397

resentation of the directivity with the Doppler ratio.398

We conduct statistical tests to demonstrate the significance of the difference be-399

tween the distributions of the Doppler ratio at different depths. The null hypothesis is400

that the mean of the two distributions of Doppler ratios (depth ranges of 100-300 km401

and 300-700 km) are equal. We then obtain a t-score of 1.6 with an associated p-score402

of 0.11. Hence, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, Doppler ratios of earth-403

quakes at the depth range of 100-300 km are statistically similar to that of earthquakes404

deeper than 300 km.405

4.3 Earthquake Complexity with Subevents406

Complex earthquake ruptures may comprise subevents that are bursts of moment407

release well separated in time (Kikuchi & Fukao, 1987; Houston et al., 1998; Ihmlé, 1998;408

Antolik et al., 1999; Tibi et al., 2003; Tsai et al., 2005; Duputel et al., 2012; Wei et al.,409

2013; Zhan, Kanamori, et al., 2014; Danré et al., 2019; Shi & Wei, 2020; Yin et al., 2021).410

We count the number of peaks of the stacked P-wave displacement for all deep earth-411

quakes analyzed in this study. We use a peak detector function (scipy.signal.find peaks412

in Python) and only search between the P-wave arrival time and the apparent duration.413

The data has been low-pass filtered below 4 Hz before integrating into displacements.414

We pick the subevent peaks from the stacked displacement over stations. We found that415
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most events have between 1 and 3 subevents, as shown in Figure 7c. The waveform res-416

olution (<4 Hz) is sufficient for Mw > 6 events and well below some Mw5.0-6.0 earth-417

quakes. Three subevents are only detected for Mw > 5.5, and smaller events present fewer418

subevents (i.e., 1 or 2) as shown in Figure 7b. Larger earthquakes have a few but more419

subevents, but overall, deep earthquakes are simpler ruptures with fewer subevents con-420

firming Yin et al. (2021) and the hypothesis that deep earthquakes are rather crack-like.421

4.4 Spectral Fitting422

The far-field P wave displacement waveforms are an approximation to the moment-423

rate function. Their amplitudes are controlled by radiation patterns and geometrical spread-424

ing, which are mostly frequency independent. The seismogram amplitudes are also af-425

fected by seismic attenuation, which considerably decreases the seismic amplitudes at426

frequencies greater than 1 Hz. It is common in seismology to remove the attenuation ef-427

fect by correcting the amplitudes in the frequency domain. We first transform the dis-428

placement time series to the Fourier amplitude spectrum using the package mtspec (Prieto,429

2022; Prieto et al., 2009), which uses a multi-taper spectral analysis that is robust for430

short windows (Thomson, 1982). To correct for the attenuation of high-frequency en-431

ergy for teleseismic P waves, we use the following equation,432

Ŝ(f) = Û e2πft
∗/2, (5)433

where t∗ = 0.3 for the P waves that originate from the mantle (Poli & Prieto, 2016).434

We then scale each attenuation-corrected displacement spectra to one. To avoid biases435

of azimuthal distributions in the station coverage, we group the P-wave spectra into eight436

π/4-wide azimuth bins. We first compute the average spectrum in each bin if there is437

data, then stack the spectra over azimuth bins, ignoring those without data. This pro-438

cedure is to approximately correct the radiation pattern and geometrical spreading ef-439

fects. We then level the stacked P spectra with the ISC catalog earthquake moment. Next,440

we use the following equation to model the source spectrum, assuming a Brune model441

(Brune, 1970).442

Ŝ
′
(f) =

M0

1 +
(

f
fc

)n , (6)443

where the two parameters to find are the falloff rate n and corner frequency fc. The choice444

of a simple spectral shape is justified because of the low Doppler ratio and low complex-445

ity of the P-wave pulses. We perform fitting in the log-log space: log of amplitudes re-446

sampled on a log-frequency array. We then perform a grid search by minimizing the mean447

square residuals between the modeled and observed spectrum between 0 and 1 Hz. We448

limit the grid search to 2.5 Hz for the corner frequency, approximately the corner fre-449

quency (or inverse of duration) of an Mw5 earthquake based on the regional data anal-450

ysis of intermediate-depth earthquakes by Prieto et al. (2013). A visual comparison be-451

tween the optimal modeled spectra with the stacked spectra of the noisy and denoised452

P waves is shown in Figure S5. The difference in spectral shapes between the synthetic453

and stacked spectra is reduced after denoising.454

We now explore the effects of earthquake size on the shape of the observed and mod-455

eled spectra. We group the spectra in seven-magnitude bins by normalizing all spectra456

and leveling them to the bin central moment. We show the bootstrapped spectra in Fig-457

ure 8. We average the logarithmic spectra amplitude in each magnitude bin by bootstrap-458

ping (selecting with replacement) 1,000 times the data. We obtained 1,000 averaged spec-459

tra, shown in Figure 8, and then averaged again for a single stacked spectrum per mag-460

nitude bin. We perform the same analysis for the original and the denoised seismograms.461

The main results that can be interpreted are the variation of the corner frequen-462

cies with the seismic moment for the denoised seismograms (Figure 8b). We find a vi-463
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Figure 8. Spectra averaged in magnitude bins. (a) The noisy spectra are divided into

seven magnitude groups, as indicated on the left, and bootstrapped in each group 1000 times

to compute the average spectra (gray). The median of the bootstrapped spectra mean (black

lines) is well fit by the spectral model (blue dashed lines) after searching for the optimal corner

frequency (yellow dots) and high-frequency fall-off rate. The corner frequency is marked as white

circles with uncertainties shown as gray bars. (b) Same as (a) for the denoised waveforms.

sual correlation that M0 ∝ f−4
c , again supporting a deviation from a self-similar be-464

havior. This result holds when considering the 739 individual estimates of fc (Figure S3)465

and confirms the inverse relation between duration τ and moment, M0 ∼ τ4.17, illus-466

trated in Figure 6a.467

With the recognition that such noisy waveforms (Figure 8a) would be disregarded468

in seismological studies, we want to highlight the impact of including noise in the spec-469

tral fitting. Microseismic noise particularly biases the retrieval of corner frequency for470

magnitude Mw 5-6.5. Moreover, high-frequency noise biases the retrieval of the high-frequency471

fall-off rate (and thus corner frequency given the parameter trade-offs) of the larger earth-472

quakes.473

4.5 Stress Drop474

Since the spectra are well fit using a single-corner frequency model and the weak475

directivity effects, we propose using a circular crack model of rupture for deep earthquakes.476

Crack models are modes of rupture where the fault slips behind the rupture front from477

the beginning of the fault slip until the earthquake fully arrests. We use the classic model478

of Brune (Brune, 1970) later updated by (Madariaga, 1976) to relate event duration and479

moment to stress drop ∆σ:480

∆σ =
7

16
M0

(
fc

0.35VS

)3

, (7)481

where the geometrical parameter 7/16 is used for a circular crack, the radius of the crack482

is estimated as 0.35VS/fc. We extract the shear-wave velocity VS from the 1D PREM483

model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981). We show the values of stress drop in Figures 9.484

We find a strong scaling of stress drops with earthquake magnitude but no variation with485

depth. We perform a linear regression log10 (∆σ) ∼ a log10 M0 using linear-least squares486
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Figure 9. Stress Drop, Depth, and Magnitude. (a) The stress drop is shown against

moment, color-coded by the event depth, with the bootstrapped mean of each magnitude bin

shown in green and the best-fit scaling relationship denoted by the dashed line. (b) The stress

drop is shown against depth, color-coded by the event magnitude. The bootstrapped mean on

each depth bin is shown in green, and the best-fit scaling relationship is denoted by the dashed

line.

and find the exponent a = 0.2. The resulting strong scaling suggests that if the Mw487

5.0 earthquakes have a stress drop of about 1.8 MPa, the Mw 7.5 earthquakes have a stress488

drop of 10 MPa. This scaling is slightly weaker than that found by (Poli & Prieto, 2016),489

though we generally find lower stress drops more consistent with global studies and crustal490

earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009), and using the time-domain duration estimate491

T would decrease the mean value of stress drop.492

As expected from the non-typical scaling of duration with seismic moments, the493

scaling of stress drop with magnitude is strong (Figure 9). We bootstrap the stress drop494

in the moment bins, calculate average stress drops, perform a linear regression in the log-495

log space, and find a best slope of 0.21, such as ∆σ ∼ M0.21
0 . Furthermore, the scal-496

ing is stronger for earthquakes deeper than 300 km: “intermediate depth” earthquakes497

have a scaling ∆σ ∼ M0.23
0 and “deep focused” earthquakes have a scaling of ∆σ ∼498

M0.26
0 , as shown in Figure S6.499

Unsurprisingly, the variability in spectral shapes shown in Figure 8a yields a higher500

variability in corner frequency and, consequently, in estimated stress drop. The variabil-501

ity may be unreasonable and span four orders of magnitude higher than for the same wave-502

forms but denoised using DenoTe. Therefore, our denoising technique has been essen-503

tial and provides more precise stress drop measurements and their scaling with magni-504

tude. We calculate the stress drop using the duration estimates and find similar moment-505

dependence (Figure S7).506

We do not see any strong dependence between stress drop and depth (Fig. 9). We507

measure an increased variability of the shallowest intermediate-depth earthquakes, which508

may indicate that we have less stable duration measurements for the shallowest earth-509

quakes (some depth phases may leak in our measurements), a greater sensitivity of the510

measurements to unknown attenuation effects, or may indicate a greater heterogeneity511

in source properties of shallow earthquakes. Vallée (2013) found the constant strain drop512
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with depth better fits the data. We scale the source duration using Equation 2, a dif-513

ferent approach from Vallée (2013), based on the assumption of constant stress drop with514

depth. However, since the density and S-wave velocity vary by some moderate amount,515

we can not discriminate between constant stress drop and constant strain drop.516

4.6 Radiated Energy517

Next, we estimate the radiated energy of these earthquakes using the denoised wave-518

forms. The kinetic energy of the radiated P wave can be estimated by integrating the519

squared P-wave velocity spectrum. We were partially motivated to measure if ML-denoising520

affected the waveforms over a broad range of frequencies, to which radiated energy is par-521

ticularly sensitive. We estimate the radiated P-wave energy using,522

EP =
2πM2

0 ⟨R2
P ⟩

ρV 5
P

∫ ∞

0

[f Ŝ(f)]2df, (8)523

where, ⟨R2
P ⟩ = 4π/15 is the squared P-wave radiation pattern coefficient averaged over524

the double-couple focal sphere assuming the uniform shape of source spectra Ŝ(f), α is525

the P wave velocity at the location of the source. The shear modulus µ is calculated with526

the shear-wave velocity of the PREM model, and the seismic moment M0 is calculated527

from moment-magnitude.528

With the radiated energy, we can further calculate the apparent stress (see Figure529

S8) by530

σa = µER/M0, (9)531

In general, the observed spectra well match the model Ŝ
′
(f) in equation 6 within 0-1 Hz532

(see Figure 8). Higher than 1 Hz, the observed spectra have a steeper fall-off than the533

model, which implies that attenuation may be frequency dependent and under-corrected534

at higher frequencies. Ide and Beroza (2001) has indicated that the source spectrum at535

frequencies higher than ten times the corner frequency only accounts for less than 10%536

of the total energy. Hence, we separate the integration in equation 8 in two parts: ob-537

served spectra integrated over 0-1 Hz and modeled spectra integrated over 1-4 Hz.538

Similar to (Boatwright & Choy, 1986; Convers & Newman, 2011; Poli & Prieto, 2016;539

Denolle & Shearer, 2016), we scale the S energy using the ratio ES = 3V 5
P /2V

5
SEP . Sev-540

eral assumptions are required to apply this ratio. First, S waves are assumed to have the541

same spectral shape as P waves. Second, we assume that the focal mechanism of the source542

is strictly a double couple, which is questionable for deep earthquakes (Knopoff & Ran-543

dall, 1970; Frohlich, 1989; Green & Houston, 1995), and that we are sampling the whole544

focal sphere. Third, we assume the ratio between P and S waves found in the PREM ve-545

locity model.546

We find that radiated energy also scales strongly with the seismic moment, with547

an exponent of 1.23. Such scaling is expected from the scaling of corner frequency with548

earthquake magnitude because of the abnormally higher corner frequency of larger earth-549

quakes, within which seismic energy concentrates. Typical self-similar concepts of earth-550

quake scaling promote the idea that scaled energy, ER/M0 is constant (Venkataraman551

& Kanamori, 2004; Baltay et al., 2010; Convers & Newman, 2011), though Denolle and552

Shearer (2016) found this was true regardless of the fault geometry.553

We show the moment-dependent radiated energy derived from the noisy and de-554

noised P waves in Figure 10a and b, respectively. Similar to the other measurements,555

denoising reduces the variability of the radiated energy measurements but does not al-556

ter the general trend of the scaling (Figure S9).557
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Figure 10. Radiation energy and efficiency of deep earthquakes. Radiated energy as a

function of seismic moment and color-coded with depth. The green dots and bars indicate the av-

erage logarithmic radiated energy bootstrapped in magnitude bins and the best-fitting regression

coefficients, respectively, for the raw, attenuation-corrected waveforms (a) and after denoising,

attenuation-corrected waveforms (b). (c) Radiation efficiency against moment as markers color-

coded with event depth with the binned average efficiency. (d) Radiation efficiency against depth

color-coded by event magnitude, with green dots denoting the bootstrapped average efficiency in

each fine depth bin.
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4.7 Radiation Efficiency558

Considering the simplified slip-weakening model of fault strength, we also calcu-559

late the apparent radiation efficiency introduced by Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004),560

also well explained and discussed in Abercrombie and Rice (2005), Noda and Lapusta561

(2013), and Lambert et al. (2021). We use the definition of radiation efficiency:562

ηR =
2µER

∆σM0
, (10)563

where the shear modulus µ is calculated with the shear-wave velocity of the PREM model,564

seismic moment M0 is calculated from moment-magnitude, radiated energy ER and stress565

drop ∆σ are measured above.566

We find low radiation efficiency at about 0.05, similar to other studies (Poli & Pri-567

eto, 2016; Prieto et al., 2013; Wiens, 2001). These values are typically much lower than568

those reported for crustal earthquakes (Venkataraman & Kanamori, 2004; Singh et al.,569

2004; Zollo et al., 2014; Prieto et al., 2017; Lambert et al., 2021). Noda and Lapusta (2013)570

and Lambert et al. (2021) suggested that radiation efficiency inferred from seismic ob-571

servations tends to be overestimated as the seismological stress drop estimate is likely572

to be underestimated (Noda & Lapusta, 2013). Together with these potential biases, our573

results suggest deep earthquakes have much lower radiation efficiency than crustal ones.574

We also observe a weak moment-dependence of radiation efficiency (Figure 10c),575

also implied by the slight difference in scaling found for radiated energy and stress drop.576

Visually, there is greater variability of radiation efficiency for smaller magnitude earth-577

quakes, which can be attributed to greater variability in corner frequency.578

To further study the relationship between the radiation efficiency and source depth,579

we calculate the average radiation efficiency within each small depth interval (see Fig-580

ure 10d). The shallowest earthquakes (100-250 km) have average radiation efficiencies581

about 30% higher than those of the events at greater depth. We can rule out attenua-582

tion effects: we have assumed a unique attenuation correction. Thus it is possible that583

we over-corrected the deep earthquake signals relative to shallower earthquake signals,584

which would give an apparent higher radiated energy. Because radiation efficiency as cal-585

culated in equation 10 is effectively proportional to V 5
P /V

5
S , uncertainties from this ra-586

tio due to our choice of velocity depth profile can explain a portion of the depth-dependence.587

Nevertheless, our conclusions remain unchanged when using the AK135f velocity model588

(Kennett et al., 1995; Montagner & Kennett, 1996) see Figure S10 for comparison.589

4.8 Fracture Energy590

Fracture energy is the energy spent to create the fracture. We use the definition591

of the energy budget in Kanamori and Rivera (2006) for slip-weakening models of earth-592

quakes to estimate the fracture energy from our seismic observables, stress drop and scaled593

energy:594

G′ =
1

2
(∆σ − 2σa)S, (11)595

where σa is referred to as apparent stress and S is the average slip of the ruptured596

area that is calculated in an elliptical, circular model as S = M0/[µπ(0.35VSτ)
2
]. We597

use τ as our time-domain duration estimate in this example. It should be noted that the598

fracture energy can be underestimated in the case of undershoot, where the fault is weak-599

ened to a low friction level dynamically and recover to higher friction when the slip stops600

(Viesca & Garagash, 2015). We show the estimated values in Figure 11.601

In general, deep earthquakes exhibit slightly higher fracture energy, discussed ear-602

lier, with a slightly lower radiation efficiency. But overall, both intermediate-depth and603
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Figure 11. Fracture energy against average slip inferred from seismic observations, color-

coded with depth. A linear regression of slip is fitted to the bootstrapped mean values of the

binned data, and the best slopes are found for the earthquakes with estimates of average slip as

shown in black solid line, in contrast to the power-law scaling by Viesca and Garagash (2015).

deep earthquakes share a similar relation between fracture energy and slip. This further604

suggests that their energy budget are similar despite the possible and diverse mechanisms605

discussed in Zhan (2020).606

Typical scaling between observed fracture energy and average slip is G′ ∼ S2 is607

overall satisfied with our observations. This is consistent with the inference from Abercrombie608

and Rice (2005). For shallower earthquakes, Viesca and Garagash (2015) found a change609

in scaling for larger earthquakes that could be modeled using dynamic weakening mech-610

anisms such as flash heating (Rice, 2006) and thermo-pressurization of fluids (Noda &611

Lapusta, 2013; Marguin & Simpson, 2023). In contrast to the inferred behavior of shal-612

lower earthquakes (Viesca & Garagash, 2015), our results suggest no strong dynamic weak-613

ening mechanisms.614

The overall low radiation efficiency of moderate- to large-size deep earthquakes im-615

ply that the fault weakening is likely to be persistent during the slip growth so that frac-616

ture energy keeps at a high level.617

5 Discussion on the properties of deep earthquakes618

The weak directivity is a distinct feature of deep earthquakes, implying the rela-619

tively homogeneous stress states in the mantle or more diffusive rupture mechanisms.620

On average, we find Doppler ratios of 0.1-0.4 for Mw>7 deep earthquakes, correspond-621

ing to 0.5-2.2 km/s apparent unilateral rupture speed, assuming an average S-wave ve-622

locity of 4.5-5.5 km/s. This is consistent with the slow rupture speed observed for large623

deep earthquakes. Beck et al. (1995) derived a slow rupture speed (1-2 km/s, 636 km)624

for the 1994 Mw8.3 Bolivian earthquake. Park and Ishii (2015) derived the average rup-625

ture speed for the 2012 Mw7.7 (2.7 km/s, 583 km) and 2013 Mw8.3 (1.4 km/s, 602 km)626

earthquakes in the Sea of Okhotsk region. Warren and Shearer (2006) studied the global627

deep moderate-to-large earthquakes during 1988-2000 and found slow rupture speed in628

most earthquakes. Prieto et al. (2017) obtained a best-fit slow unilateral and sub-horizontal629

rupture directivity (1.3 km/s) of the 2013 Mw4.8 Wyoming earthquake (75 km). Dı́az-630

Mojica et al. (2014) used an elliptical patch approach to study the 2011 Mw6.5 Guer-631

rero, Mexico earthquake (62 km) and found a slow rupture (0.5 km/s). Mirwald et al.632

(2019) also found a slow rupture (0.34 km/s) during the 2017 Mw7.1 earthquake (57 km)633
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in the Cocos plate beneath central Mexico. In contrast, Zhan, Helmberger, et al. (2014)634

used the duration after EGF correction and obtained a rupture speed above the local635

VS for the Mw6.7 Sea of Okhotsk earthquake (642 km), implying a very different rup-636

ture process relative to the nearby 2013 Mw8.3 Okhotsk Earthquake. This may be con-637

firmed by the larger variability of Doppler ratios we find for Mw5.0-6.9 earthquakes.638

The moderate-magnitude earthquakes (1016 < M0 < 1019 N m) have source di-639

mensions comparable to the width of the subduction zone slab core. Within the core,640

frictional conditions may be more favorable for dynamic rupture, given the potentially641

elevated pore pressure due to mineral phase transformation (dehydration or compaction),642

or pre-existing slab faults. The larger-magnitude earthquakes have greater spatial ex-643

tent, and therefore can further propagate into the surrounding, mantle which could have644

a less heterogeneous structure than the slab and considerably less water content. The645

distinct environments where these earthquakes reside may lead to scale-dependent Doppler646

ratios. The colder slab core may provide favorable conditions for small but faster rup-647

ture growth, while the surrounding warm material may be involved with a more dissi-648

pative and slower rupture.649

Deep earthquakes have shorter source duration and thus higher corner frequencies650

than shallow earthquakes due to increased rigidity with depth (Vallée, 2013). The magnitude-651

duration scaling M0 ∼ τ4 that we measured from the denoised P waves is consistent652

with previous studies (Poli & Prieto, 2014). The corner frequency of deep earthquake653

displacement seismograms of direct P waves obtained from fitting Brune’s models fol-654

lows the same scaling with seismic moment (M0 ∼ f−4
c ) are consistent with the time-655

domain measurements. The difference between this scaling and that found for shallow656

earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009) suggests that the rupture area and slip scaling657

are not self-similar.658

Given the moment-duration scaling, we infer that stress drop increases with seis-659

mic moment. Early studies on the topic reported weak stress drop scaling (Frohlich, 2006),660

while some recent studies based on a larger number of stations and wider frequency band661

have found evident scaling (Prieto et al., 2013; Poli & Prieto, 2016). We obtain a sim-662

ilar moment-scaling of stress drop ∆σ ∼ M0.21
0 for Mw5-8 earthquakes at a 100-700 km663

depth range. This contrasts with shallow earthquakes, where stress drop tends to be scale-664

invariant (Allmann & Shearer, 2009; Denolle & Shearer, 2016; Courboulex et al., 2016).665

Cocco et al. (2016) compared stress drop estimates from different tectonic settings and666

using different methodologies to confirm the large variability up to three orders of mag-667

nitude (0.1–100 MPa, similar to the range in Figure 9) for a broad range of seismic mo-668

ment (−8 < MW < 9), and reported no evident scaling of stress drop with earthquake669

size.670

The radiation efficiency of deep earthquakes mainly ranges between 1% and 10%,671

much lower than that of shallow large events (25% by Kanamori and Brodsky (2004)).672

The low radiation efficiency and high stress drop of these deep earthquakes could also673

be explained by substantial shear heating, similar to the interpretation of Prieto et al.674

(2013). We have ignored 3D velocity and attenuation models, which significantly impact675

the high-frequency content of the P-wave displacement, which should be incorporated676

in future work.677

In spite of the argument that different mechanisms may enable intermediate-depth678

earthquakes and deep-focus (Zhan, 2020), they show similar characteristics in terms of679

magnitude scaling with duration, static stress drop, and radiated energy. The lack of depth680

variations in these parameters may also indicate that similar mechanisms govern the earth-681

quakes in the two depth ranges. We note that the stress drop-magnitude scaling (power682

law of exponent 0.21) and the low median radiation efficiency (0.05) of both intermediate-683

depth and deep-focus earthquakes are similar to the result of Prieto et al. (2013). This684

indicates that the source processes of deep earthquakes could be dissipative and trans-685
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late a small portion of static stress drop into high-frequency radiation. Hence, this study686

further extends the possibility of thermal runaway mechanism from the intermediate-687

depth earthquakes to the deep-focus events.688

The study based on data from shallow earthquakes (Abercrombie & Rice, 2005)689

suggests the frictional strength decreases more rapidly in the initial stage of rapid slip690

and then decreases more slowly at larger cumulated slip (σf (S) ∝ −S0.28). Deep earth-691

quakes show a more uniform decay rate of friction over slip distance (σf (S) ∝ −S1).692

Based on the scaling of fracture energy and average slip, deep earthquakes may not fa-693

vor the dynamic weakening mechanism of thermal pressurization mechanism, Viesca and694

Garagash (2015) proposed to dominate for shallow events (Fig. 11). Alternative mech-695

anisms may include flash heating and even melting, which require persistently high frac-696

ture energy for larger earthquakes. On the other hand, thermal pressurization may be697

greatly limited for deep earthquakes because of the depleted water or fluid at the depth698

range, especially if the earthquakes propagate in the mantle. Nonetheless, other mech-699

anisms, such as shear heating, may be invoked to explain the large fracture energy and700

slow rupture propagation.701

It appears difficult to invoke single mechanisms proposed for deep earthquakes (phase702

transformation, dehydration embrittlement, shear heating) to explain whole event dy-703

namics. Our measurements of source dynamics favor the interpretation of dissipative shear704

heating as a dominant mechanism at the source, though dissipative mechanisms do not705

favor nucleation. Instead, the dual-mechanism proposed y Zhan (2020) is practical may706

explain the combination of dynamic nucleation and dissipative propagation. Besides, two707

nucleation mechanisms can be invoked to differentiate between intermediate-depth and708

deep-focused earthquakes. The intermediate-depth earthquakes may be initiated by de-709

hydration embrittlement, and the deep-focus earthquake may be triggered by transfor-710

mational faulting. As the rupture grows in size, thermal runaway takes over, leading to711

a large portion of stress drop being dissipated near the source. Due to the diffusive na-712

ture of heat transmission, shear heating allows for dynamic rupture, even if it’s ineffi-713

cient at radiating waves.714

In general, deep earthquakes have relatively simple rupture processes compared to715

crustal earthquakes because of the fewer subevents identified from their source time func-716

tions. This feature may favor that deep earthquakes tend to start on the faults with pre-717

ferred orientation (e.g., along the metastable olivine wedge or along the pre-existing intra-718

plate faults) and develop with smooth propagation. This starting phase may be related719

to a relatively faster unilateral rupture speed (Zhan, Helmberger, et al., 2014). As the720

rupture is growing to a certain extent, the smooth propagation with the preferred fault721

orientation could be replaced with a slower and dissipative phase, which probably has722

a complex fault orientation (e.g., the 1994 Bolivia earthquake interpreted by Zhan, Kanamori,723

et al. (2014)).724

Our neural networks can be easily generalized to other seismic waves with differ-725

ent window lengths and sampling rates. The fully-connected layer between the shallow726

and deep kernels is adjustable, with higher learning capability for larger input sizes. Hence,727

the same architecture can be effectively applied to other seismic phases with minor mod-728

ifications. Therefore, the general framework we developed in this study is of great po-729

tential to be applied to different types of research. An extension of this work could be730

extending the analysis for shallow earthquakes, which are still offshore and have cover-731

age on island stations that are polluted with microseismic noise. The denoised waveform732

can provide Green’s functions with better azimuthal coverages.733

Another widely employed research is receiver function studies that rely on the data734

quality of the three-component teleseismic seismograms. With the P wave denoiser, the735

secondary phases can better stand out from the strong noise, so it provides many-fold736

more data recordings: 135,265 traces of Mw5-5.5 deep earthquakes were selected based737
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on SNR > 8 after denoising, while only 3,118 of them could have been used with the738

same SNR criterion without denoising. We show the overall improvement for individ-739

ual deep earthquakes in Figure S11. Furthermore, the application of our “DenoTe” to740

regional seismic networks would greatly benefit the real-time phase picking for larger-741

scale earthquake monitoring and enhance the accuracy of both the travel-time-based and742

waveform-based tomography studies.743

6 Conclusion744

This study demonstrates that machine learning can be included as data pre-processing745

to enhance our observation capabilities for earthquake source characterization. The demon-746

stration uses deep earthquakes as an example because they already have relatively “clean”747

seismograms. Our ML denoising considerably improved the volume of data with a suf-748

ficiently good signal-to-noise ratio and an accurate wiggle-to-wiggle reconstruction over749

a broad range of frequencies, especially in the smaller earthquake magnitudes. We dou-750

bled the number of events studied and considerably added independent observations (e.g.,751

station waveforms) to each earthquake. We have demonstrated that broadband signals752

can be recovered using time-domain ML processing.753

Our analysis of deep earthquakes is an update from the Poli and Prieto (2016) anal-754

ysis, whereby we include more events of smaller magnitudes and expand beyond the anal-755

ysis of scaling, depth dependence, energy budget, and earthquake complexity. We con-756

firm the results of other studies that have found a strong scaling of stress drop and scaled757

energy with earthquake magnitude, which suggests weakening mechanisms stronger with758

earthquake size.759

The lack of directivity effects and low complexity found for intermediate and deep760

earthquakes suggests that these events are rather crack-like and confined ruptures. In761

general, we find that typical stress drops of 1-10 MPa and low scaled energy (10−5), rel-762

atively low directivity, yielding low radiation efficiency and high fracture energy. While763

dynamic mechanisms may be at play for larger earthquakes, the rupture propagation of764

intermediate and deep earthquakes is dissipative.765

There remain limitations to this work. Our preliminary test on S wave data was766

inconclusive because generating the data set of “clean” S waves is tedious and because767

S waves are much more depleted in high frequency than can be corrected for by a frequency-768

constant t∗ model. There are clearly opportunities to incorporate ML denoising in other769

earthquake studies such as receiver functions and finite source inversions.770

7 Open Research771

The software package for denoising is developed using PyTorch. It is named “De-772

noTe” and can be accessed from https://github.com/qibinshi/TeleseismicDenoiser.773

We use data from the 1078 networks of the FDSN archive. The digital object identifier774

(DOI) of all 1078 networks can be found in the supplementary materials. The minimally775

pre-processed seismic data used for training the neural network can be accessed at https://776

dasway.ess.washington.edu/qibins/Psnr25 lp4 2000-2021.hdf5 and the waveform777

data and metadata for the deep eearthquake analysis can be accessed at http://dasway778

.ess.washington.edu/qibins/deepquake M5.5 6 data metadata.zip. The earthquake779

catalog for selecting the waveform data is downloaded from ISC http://www.isc.ac.uk/.780
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Key Points:5

• A neural network is used to double the number of earthquakes studied by improv-6

ing the data quality.7

• Denoising teleseismic waves improves the source signature in Mw5-6 events and8

reduces uncertainties9

• Large deep earthquake ruptures are dissipative and compact10
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Abstract11

Elevated seismic noise for moderate-size earthquakes recorded at teleseismic distances12

has limited our ability to see their complexity. We develop a machine-learning-based al-13

gorithm to separate noise and earthquake signals that overlap in frequency. The multi-14

task encoder-decoder model is built around a kernel pre-trained on local (e.g., short dis-15

tances) earthquake data (Yin et al., 2022) and is modified by continued learning with16

high-quality teleseismic data. We denoise teleseismic P waves of deep Mw5.0+ earth-17

quakes and use the clean P waves to estimate source characteristics with reduced uncer-18

tainties of these understudied earthquakes. We find a scaling of moment and duration19

to be M0 ≃ τ4.16, and a resulting strong scaling of stress drop and radiated energy with20

magnitude (σ ≃ M0.2
0 and ER ≃ M1.23

0 ). The median radiation efficiency is 5%, a low21

value compared to shallow earthquakes. Overall, we show that deep earthquakes have22

weak rupture directivity and few subevents, suggesting a simple model of a circular crack23

with radial rupture propagation is appropriate. When accounting for their respective scal-24

ing with earthquake size, we find no systematic depth variations of duration, stress drop,25

or radiated energy within the 100-700 km depth range. Our study supports the findings26

of Poli and Prieto (2016) with a doubled amount of earthquakes investigated and with27

earthquakes of lower magnitudes.28

Plain Language Summary29

The vibration of the Earth’s ground recorded at seismometers carries the seismic30

signatures of distant earthquakes superimposed to the Earth’s natural or anthropogenic31

noise surrounding the seismic station. We use artificial intelligence technology to sep-32

arate the weak signals of distant earthquakes from other sources of ground vibrations33

that are not related to the earthquakes. The separated signal provides new insights into34

earthquakes, especially those within the Earth’s deep interior, most of which have not35

been investigated due to noise levels. In contrast with shallow earthquakes, deep earth-36

quakes are less efficient at radiating energy, though their stress drop and radiated en-37

ergy are abnormally larger the bigger they are. This may suggest that deep earthquakes38

tend to be more confined fault surfaces. A dual mechanism between nucleation in the39

subduction-zone core and propagation of larger events in the dry mantle explains our40

observations.41

1 Introduction42

Deep earthquakes are understudied because they tend not to generate shaking-induced43

damage, only rarely generate surface displacement (Steblov et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2023;44

Park et al., 2023), and their extreme remoteness yields poor seismic signals on surface45

sensors. They occur in the deep portion of subducted oceanic lithosphere. The mech-46

anisms that lead to the unstable seismic slip of deep earthquakes are still debated (Zhan,47

2020). Indeed, the rheology of Earth materials does not favor brittle failure below about48

70 km, thus requiring mechanisms different from shallow earthquakes. A minimum of49

seismicity is reached at a depth of about 300 km (Frohlich, 1989; Green & Houston, 1995;50

Kirby et al., 1996; Zhan, 2020), indicating different mechanisms operate the intermedi-51

ate (above 300 km) and deep-focus earthquakes (below 300 km). Previous studies have52

revealed fairly complicated characteristics of the deep earthquakes (Ye et al., 2016; Knopoff53

& Randall, 1970). The focal mechanisms of deep earthquakes usually show non-double-54

couple components (Knopoff & Randall, 1970), implying more complex rupture processes55

than simple shear dislocation on faults with uniform fault geometries. The non-double-56

couple moment tensor could also be partially attributed to the anisotropic features of57

the slab rock fabric (Li et al., 2018). Deep earthquakes’ stress drops are larger than shal-58

low earthquakes, mostly due to the increased rigidity (Vallée, 2013). Multiple investi-59

gations found a strong magnitude dependence of the stress drop, which may be inter-60
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preted as dynamic weakening mechanisms (Radulian & Popa, 1996; Oth et al., 2009; Pri-61

eto et al., 2013; Poli & Prieto, 2016). Deep earthquakes follow Gutenberg-Richter law (B.62

Gutenberg & C. F. Richter, 1949) but have depleted aftershock productivity compared63

to shallow earthquakes (Dascher-Cousineau et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2020).64

The presence of deep earthquakes within the subducted slab provides an interest-65

ing window to explore the physical processes of subduction. (Zhan, 2020) reviewed the66

three leading mechanisms that favor dynamic rupture of deep earthquakes: i) mineral67

dehydration from metamorphosis processes that release fluids and lubricate faults (i.e.,68

dehydration embrittlement), ii) phase transformation that changes mineral density and69

volume, and iii) thermal runaway that lowers fault friction from shear heating. The flu-70

ids released by mineral dehydration are thought to explain the double-seismic zone (DSZ)71

(Brudzinski et al., 2007; Hacker et al., 2003; Yamasaki & Seno, 2003; Abers et al., 2013).72

Whether the released water can penetrate the slab core (Green & Houston, 1995; Boneh73

et al., 2019) and be transported deeper in the mantle is still under debate (Plümper et74

al., 2017; Pearson et al., 2014; Schmandt et al., 2014; Tschauner et al., 2018; Sobolev et75

al., 2019).76

Teleseismic observations of deep earthquakes are the most common data available77

to study these earthquakes. Because small events are more frequent than large earth-78

quakes, moderate-size earthquakes (Mw5-6) could provide crucial constraints on the rup-79

ture mechanisms of deep earthquakes. However, elevated seismic noise has limited our80

ability to investigate the dynamics of moderate-size earthquakes (Mw5-6) from teleseis-81

mic distances. The source analyses of deep earthquakes have been conducted with only82

the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data of Mw5.8+ earthquakes (Poli & Prieto, 2014,83

2016), leaving a vast number of moderate-magnitude earthquakes ignored given then with84

lower SNR waveforms. Furthermore, SNR-based data selection of teleseismic P waves85

may result in azimuthal biases with azimuths and take-off angles due to the radiation86

pattern.87

The superposition of seismic noise and signal at overlapping frequencies poses chal-88

lenges to the traditional Fourier-based noise removal approaches (Douglas, 1997). Other89

time-frequency methods are useful in separating the overlapped spectra but requiring90

extensive human intervention (Donoho & Johnstone, 1994; Stockwell et al., 1996; Chang91

et al., 2000; Mousavi & Langston, 2017). The recent development of deep neural net-92

works for seismological research has repeatedly demonstrated its potential for extract-93

ing coherent earthquake features from noisy seismic observations. Several recent stud-94

ies have applied machine learning to denoise the signals in the time-frequency domain95

with the assumption that local earthquake and noise signals have distinct Fourier spec-96

tra. Zhu et al. (2019) converted seismic time series (seismograms) of local earthquakes97

to a time-frequency representation and developed a deep convolutional neural network98

to extract the earthquake signals in a time-frequency latent space. In fact, the time-frequency99

information may also be utilized implicitly by appropriate convolutional layers consid-100

ered multi-frequency-band “filters” in the time domain. Using that concept, Novoselov101

et al. (2022) showed that recurrent neural networks could separate overlapping seismic102

signals produced by distinct sources. Yin et al. (2022) combined two-branch encoder-103

decoder and recurrent neural networks to compose the WaveDecompNet, which has been104

proven effective in reconstructing local earthquake and noise waveforms. Yin et al. (2022)105

demonstrated that even the clean noise waveforms improved the coherence of noise single-106

station cross-correlations for ambient noise seismology.107

There remain challenges in using these existing models to denoise teleseismic record-108

ings. First, teleseismic waveforms have a much lower SNR than local or regional wave-109

forms for the same earthquake magnitude, mainly due to the geometrical spreading and110

attenuation. Second, the attenuation of global seismic phases distorts the signal such that111

signal frequencies overlap with the microseismic signals in velocity seismograms.112
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This study uses a multi-task encoder-decoder to denoise the teleseismic waves of113

global M5.0+ earthquakes, a method that we name “DenoTe” (Shi, 2023). The neural114

network takes the architecture of WaveDecompNet (Yin et al., 2022) as a kernel to ex-115

tract high-level features of the teleseismic body waves and uses convolutional layers to116

reconstruct the denoised signals and pure noise signals. We add a layer on the top and117

bottom of the kernel network to adjust the input window lengths. Our training data com-118

prises teleseismic data from the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks119

(FDSN) for Mw5-8 earthquakes of the 2000-2021 International Seismological Centre (ISC)120

earthquake catalog (International Seismological Centre, 2022). The pre-trained kernel121

is updated through transfer learning. We denoise the teleseismic body waves to extract122

P-wave pulses of deep Mw5.0+ earthquakes. We estimate several source parameters: pulse123

duration and rupture directivity using relative duration measurements and radiated en-124

ergy, stress drop, and fracture energy using denoised P-wave spectra. We discuss the strong125

scaling of these properties with earthquake magnitude in contrast with the typical scal-126

ing of crustal earthquakes and the possible dual mechanisms that would explain inter-127

mediate and deep earthquakes.128

2 Data Preparation129

Figure 1. Earthquakes and seismic stations. (a) The 1148 earthquakes with high-SNR

recordings used as training data. (b) The FDSN and GSN broadband stations recorded the

45,262 high-SNR teleseismic waveforms of the 1148 earthquakes. (c) The 920 deep earthquakes

with low-SNR teleseismic waveforms labeled with focal mechanisms are denoised and tested in

this study.

We use supervised learning to separate the earthquake and noise waveforms from130

their combined form. The amount, diversity, and accuracy of the training data greatly131

impact learning performance. The volume of high-quality earthquake records from global132

seismic networks has grown vastly in the past two decades. We extract 1148 Mw5.5+133

earthquakes from the 2000-2021 ISC earthquake catalog (International Seismological Cen-134

tre, 2022) based on focal mechanisms (specifically rake angle) to ensure a relatively even135
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number of strike-slip (306), normal-faulting (242), and reverse-faulting (600) earthquake136

types. The extracted earthquake list includes events from diverse seismic regions and depths137

ranging from the surface to 700 km (Figure1a).138

To prepare the labels of “clean” P waves seismic waveforms, we download data from139

all broadband seismometers available from the FDSN stations selected at teleseismic an-140

gular distances between 30◦ and 90◦ to avoid Moho and core reflected and converted phases.141

The P waves of Mw5.0-5.9 are noisy in general, thus, tend not to be included in the train-142

ing data given our signal-to-noise ratio-based selection criteria. We calculate the P-wave143

arrival time based on the catalog origin time and hypocentral location using an Obspy144

implementation of Tau-P (Crotwell et al., 1999; Beyreuther et al., 2010) in an IASPI91145

Earth model (Kennet, 1991). We then downsample the three-component ground veloc-146

ity waveforms down to 10 Hz and cut a wide time window starting from 2,500 seconds147

before and 2,500 seconds after the P-arrival. We then calculate the amplitude-based SNR148

using a noise window (75-10 seconds before) and a signal window (0-75 seconds after the149

P-wave arrival) with the following definition,150

SNR =
AS

AN
, (1)151

where AS and AN are the standard deviations of the amplitudes of the signal window152

and noise window, respectively. We only select the clean P-wave labels with SNR higher153

than 25 for training. We gathered 45,262 high-SNR P waves of 1,148 earthquakes of mag-154

nitude Mw5.5+. To generate realistic noise waveforms, we extract a 150-second noise win-155

dow before each P wave arrival time and consider it as the noise signal specific to the156

station. Our data selection provides 45,262 earthquake traces and 45,262 noise traces,157

each composed of three-component seismograms. The proportions of waveforms gener-158

ated by the strike-slip, normal-faulting, and reverse-faulting events are 21%, 25%, and159

54%, respectively (Figure 1b).160

3 Denoising161

We develop, train, and apply a multi-task encoder-decoder to denoise the teleseis-162

mic P waves in the time domain. We adapt from an existing model architecture by Yin163

et al. (2022) to use teleseismic data.164

3.1 Neural Network Architecture165

We expand from the encoder-decoder network of Yin et al. (2022) to adapt to longer166

input window lengths. We follow a similar style as WaveDecompNet in Yin et al. (2022).167

Because the teleseismic waveforms have distinct low-level features from the local wave-168

forms, we stack the WaveDecomNet kernel with feature extraction layers. The stacked169

neural network on the top encoder branch is a 2-layer convolutional neural network (CNN)170

with a 1-layer fully connected layer (FCNN) on the optimal training performance. Next,171

we introduce the architecture of the two-branch encoder-encoder (Figure 2) and the strat-172

egy to enhance training efficiency.173

Similar to Yin et al. (2022), we use a stride of two after each CNN layer to avoid174

aliasing (Zhang, 2019). A skip connection is introduced after the first CNN layer to re-175

tain the fine scale of the feature. Compared to the single-branch prediction of either the176

earthquake or noise signal (Zhu et al., 2019; Novoselov et al., 2022), our multi-task model177

(i.e., two-branch prediction) depends on the efficiency of feature extraction for both earth-178

quake and noise signals.179

The data is normalized using standard scaling (removing the mean and normal-180

izing by the data standard deviation) and can be rescaled after the wavefield separation181

by the same scaling factor. In the following analysis, where we measure simply duration182
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Figure 2. Architecture of the teleseismic wave denoiser, DenoTe. DenoTe is constructed based

on the U-net with symmetric structures in the encoding and decoding branches of WaveDecomp-

Net (Yin et al., 2022). The neural network reads composite earthquake waveforms (black) and

predicts earthquake (red) and noise (gray) signals through the two output branches, which have

the same structure and length. The size, number of channels, and kernel length are indicated for

each sub-network. CNN: convolutional neural network. FCNN: fully connected neural network.
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Figure 3. The three steps of data augmentation: the raw high-SNR P wave (red) is 1)

stretched, 2) shifted along the time axis, and 3) scaled before it is stacked with the noise (gray)

extracted from the same station to compose the noisy waveform (black).

estimates and normalize the data to seismic moment, we do not rescale the data after183

denoising.184

3.2 Data Augmentation185

Training the model with 60% of the overall data is insufficient to yield a satisfy-186

ing model performance (see details below). Therefore, we proceed with a data augmen-187

tation approach to improve model training. We conduct a three-step data augmentation188

to increase the diversity of the training data (Figure 3), which is most important to the189

generalization of neural networks. The training data is more likely selected from higher190

magnitude earthquakes (i.e., Mw6+), which tend to have longer source duration and thus191

tend to generate relatively lower-frequency signals compared to the more frequent smaller192

earthquakes. Hence, the raw training data lacks high-frequency information, such as those193

expected for lower-magnitude earthquakes (Mw5-6). To generate high-frequency data194

compatible with these small earthquakes, we augment the training data of earthquake195

waveforms by squeezing the seismogram along the time axis. The squeezing ratio is ran-196

domly sampled from 1,2,...8 with equal probability (i.e., 12.5% for all ratios). We then197

shift waveforms to avoid the case of the denoising algorithm memorizing the stationary198

P-wave arrival time Zhu et al. (2020). We take the theoretical P arrival time as the orig-199

inal zero and then shift waveforms using a uniform probability between ± 75 seconds.200

After shifting, we trim the time series to the −75s ∼ +75s time window. Thus, the trimmed201

waveforms mostly include the P wave onsets. In the final augmentation step, we stack202

each 150-second trace with the 150-second amplified noise extracted from pre-P noise203

at the same channel. A random SNR (as defined in Equation 1) between 0.5 and 10 is204

selected to give earthquake and noise relative weights in the combined, “noisy” wave-205

form. The three-step augmentation –stretching, shifting, and adding noise– is performed206

repeatedly in every training epoch with randomly selected parameters. The diversity of207

the data is enhanced with each additional training step (epoch), which reduces the pos-208

sibility of overfitting the training data (Zhu et al., 2020).209
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Figure 4. Example of DenoTe’s performance. In the time domain: (a) composite wave-

form, (b) (label) earthquake signal (label data, P-wave, its coda, and the direct S wave), (c)

comparison between the labeled (red) and predicted (blue) earthquake signals (and their vari-

ance reduction and correlation coefficient), and (a) comparison between the labeled (red) and

predicted (blue) noise signals (and their variance reduction and correlation coefficient). In the

frequency domain: (e) comparison between the velocity spectra of the label and predicted earth-

quake data and (f) comparison between the velocity spectra of the label and predicted noise

data.

3.3 Training210

We train DenoTe using the composed waveform data and high-quality labels of the211

P-wave and noise signals. We first shuffle and then split the entire dataset and correspond-212

ing labels into three subsets: 60% for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for testing.213

Data augmentation (section 3.2) is done after the split, ensuring no data exchange among214

subsets or no data leakage leading to unrealistic testing scores. The validation and test215

data are also augmented data sets after data augmentation of the original data. Train-216

ing is greatly improved thanks to data augmentation.217

The main criterion for proper denoising is the similarity between the predicted and218

labeled waveforms for both earthquake and noise time series. To improve from the clas-219
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sic loss function mean-squared error (MSE) and focus on wiggle-by-wiggle reconstruc-220

tion, we define a new loss function that combines the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC)221

and the MSE of the residual waveforms: loss = MSE + 1- CC. The CC is independent222

of the absolute wave amplitude, typically between -1.0 and 1.0, such that 1-CC varies223

between 0 and 2. In comparison, the MSE typically ranges between 0 and 1. Different224

weighting choices are tested between MSE and (1-CC). We find by trial and error an equal225

weighting between both is optimal for reducing the waveform misfit.226

We train for up to 200 epochs and set up an early stopping mechanism when the227

minimum validation loss is not updated for 20 consecutive epochs. We randomly divide228

the training subset into 177 mini-batches containing 256 three-component waveforms.229

The learning rate is fixed at 0.001, combined with an adaptive momentum (ADAM) to230

control the step size in the gradient-decent process. This training process is efficient and231

converges at a low loss of about 0.45 after 140 epochs (see Figure S1). The validation232

loss computed for every epoch shows closely follows the training loss. The final testing233

loss is 0.46 (Fig. S1), similar to the training and validation losses. The training, valida-234

tion, and test losses suggest that the neural network does not over-fit the training data235

and may generalize to diverse teleseismic waves. In Figure 4, we compare the ground truth236

waveform and the predicted waveforms (P wave and noise), both matching well the am-237

plitude of the pulse and the phases in the direct and coda waves of P and S waves.238

3.4 Predicting (denoising) the P waves239

We apply DenoTe to 3,079 Mw5.0+ deep earthquakes between 1/1/2000 and 12/31/2021,240

of which 920 are labeled with focal mechanisms (217 strike-slip, 341 reverse-faulting and241

362 normal faulting events as shown in Figure1c). The data is normalized before pre-242

diction and rescaled after wavefield separation using standard scaling.243

For subsequent validation of the source characteristics, we select the raw, noisy P244

waves with SNR >2 (as defined in Equation 1) and extract the denoised P waves through245

DenoTe. This ensures that the post-processing analysis is only selecting data that could246

have been included in previous analysis and should limit the effect of artifacts generated247

by the model (though these were minimal when using the WaveDecompNet kernel Yin248

et al. (2022)).249

The first-order source processes are better analyzed from displacement waveforms250

since these are proportional to the moment-rate function in the far-field seismograms.251

Therefore, we integrate all denoised velocity waveforms to displacement and normalize252

them to their maximum absolute amplitude. We show waveform examples from two earth-253

quakes, original and denoised waveforms, sorted by station azimuth relative to the earth-254

quake epicenter, aligned using cross-correlation Figure 5. We find a systematic improve-255

ment of the P wave signal-to-noise ratio for a broad range of frequencies after denois-256

ing.257

We find, in general, that the noise is considerably reduced: pre-P signals have much258

lower amplitudes and low-frequency noises after the P and are also absent in the post-259

P pulse. Because of the noise removal, it is a lot easier to visualize and automatically260

measure pulse width.261

4 Source Parameters262

The goal of this study is to improve the quality of the source parameters of the deep263

Mw5.0+ earthquakes. Source parameters are extracted from the time domain (source264

duration and directivity) or the spectral domain (corner frequency, stress drop, radiated265

energy, and radiation ratio).266
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Figure 5. Denoising performance on two representative earthquakes deep earthquakes: the

Mw6.1 2013 April 21 earthquake near the Izu Islands in Japan and the Mw5.9 2002 February 1

earthquake at Primor’ye in Russia. (a) and (c) show the original displacement waveforms, and

(b) and (d) show the denoised waveforms. The waveforms are aligned with the peak amplitude,

stretched based on the maximum cross-correlation coefficients, and sorted by azimuth relative to

the epicenter. The blue waveforms are flipped in polarity for better visualization. The dashed

line marks the onset of the P waves. The stacked displacement waveform is shown in green. The

cumulative energy waveform shown in red is computed using the integral of the squared stacked

velocity waveform. The black and yellow dots indicate the onset and termination time of the

energy growth, which defines the duration.
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In the following subsections, we select the denoised deep events with at least 20 data267

in at least six azimuthal bins (each of 45◦ width). This selection leads to 739 deep Mw5+268

earthquakes for further analysis and ensures that the statistical properties of deep earth-269

quakes are not biased by imperfect data coverage. This about doubles the number of events270

studied relative to Poli and Prieto (2016).271

4.1 Source Duration272

The event source duration is assumed to be the measured pulse width of the stacked273

P displacement waveform (we ignore the broadening of the pulse due to attenuation).274

This assumption is made because displacement seismograms are proportional to moment275

rate functions in the far field of an attenuation-free whole space. We first shift the time276

series using cross-correlation. We use the highest SNR trace as a reference and align all277

others using cross-correlation. We normalize the waveforms with their maximum am-278

plitudes (flipping those with negative polarity). We then stack the aligned and normal-279

ized traces for a first reference waveform. In a second iteration, we align the waveforms280

according to the first reference. We show these aligned and normalized waveforms in Fig-281

ure 5.282

In the second iteration, we take the stacked waveform as a reference to align each283

normalized trace again. We then stretch each normalized trace according to the refer-284

ence using the stretching ratio that maximizes the Pearson coefficient between the stretched285

trace and the reference. We then stack the aligned and stretched pulses to obtain our286

improved stacked P-wave pulse.287

We measure the source duration of the average from cumulative energy. We first288

take the derivative of the stacked displacement pulse, square it, and integrate it over time289

to compute the cumulative energy function. A typical cumulative energy function shows290

a flat-ramp-flat shape, where the time when cumulative energy rises corresponds to the291

source duration. We use the time when 5% and 90% of the total energy are reached to292

approximate the onset and termination of the event. The threshold choice was chosen293

to mitigate the artifact of the coda waves. All durations done in the time domain fol-294

low this calculation.295

Because earthquake duration varies greatly with earthquake magnitude, we also296

calculate the scaled duration τS in a similar way to Houston et al. (1998) and Poli and297

Prieto (2014), using the following definition,298

τS =
β

βref

(
Mref

0

M0

)3+ϵ

τ, (2)299

where τ is the source duration, β is the shear-wave velocity at the event depth of the Pre-300

liminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), and M0 is301

the event seismic moment. Mref
0 is the reference moment 1019 N m and βref is the shear-302

wave velocity 4.4 km/s at the reference depth 170 km. Here, ϵ represents the departure303

from the self-similarity and is fit to the data (Houston et al., 1998; Kanamori, 2004; Poli304

& Prieto, 2014). The map view of the scaled duration is shown in Figure S2.305

We also measure duration as the inverse of the corner frequency. Section 4.4 dis-306

cusses how we perform spectral fitting, extracting the corner frequency that is inversely307

proportional to the duration. We test this relation and show it in supplementary Fig-308

ure S3.309

The source duration of moderate-size earthquakes (1016 < M0 < 1019 N m) shows310

relatively higher variability than those of larger earthquakes (M0 > 1019 N m), pos-311

sibly due to the limited number of large events or sensitivity to residual noise (Figure 6a).312

This increased variability at low magnitudes is typical of studies Allmann and Shearer313
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Figure 6. Durations scaling with magnitude and depth. (a) The source duration is

shown as a function of the moment with markers color-coded by the event depth and compared

with two idealized scaling relationships shown as black lines (the solid line for a scaling of 0.24,

the dashed line for a self-similar scaling of 0.33). Each green dot and bar indicate the boot-

strapped average of each moment bin and its standard deviation. (b) The magnitude-scaled

source duration (eq 2) against depth and color-coded by the event magnitude. The green dots

indicate the bootstrapped average and the error bars indicate the standard deviation of the depth

bins.

(2009); Denolle and Shearer (2016); Courboulex et al. (2016). As shown in Figure 6a,314

the source duration of the earthquakes of moments around 1018 N m (equivalent to MW 5.9)315

ranges between 1 and 8 s, which is about an order of magnitude difference. The dura-316

tion measurement taken as the inverse of the corner frequency exhibits similar variabil-317

ity (Figure S3).318

Potential errors that introduce variability in the measurements could be attributed319

to depth phases of the shallowest deep earthquakes, which can be easily eliminated for320

short-duration events using a cut-off time window of 0-20 s following the first arrival, but321

could be difficult to remove for long-duration events where the depth phases interfering322

with the direct phases.323

We fit the observed log10 τ ∼ a log10 M0 with linear regression, where the dura-324

tion is corrected with the depth-dependent bulk properties (i.e., shear-wave velocity).325

We find that a = 0.24 matches best with the moderate- to large-magnitude earthquakes,326

and this represents the scaling τ ∼ M0.24
0 . The measurements of the inverse of corner327

frequency further confirm the scaling assuming τ = 1/fc (see Figure S3). This scaling328

is similar to what has been found for intermediate and deep earthquakes (Allmann &329

Shearer, 2009; Turner et al., 2022; Poli & Prieto, 2016).330

The depth dependence in scaled duration is well explained by the depth variations331

in material properties, or equivalently that scaled duration is depth independent. Given332

a reference magnitude of Mw6.6, the scaled duration at a depth of 100-250 km has a mean333

value of about 5.5 s, while those at a depth of 500-600 km have a mean value of about334

5.3 s. The mean scaled duration, when estimated from corner frequency (i.e., 1/fc), of335

the intermediate-depth and deep-focus events are both about 5.5 s. Similar variability336

of 1/fc is found for the intermediate-depth and deep-focus events (2-12 s).337
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4.2 Directivity Effects338

The rupture directivity alters the shape of far-field P-wave pulses by stretching or339

squeezing the seismic waveforms with ratios that vary with the azimuths and take-off340

angles away from the direction of rupture propagation. Directivity effects usually yield341

a shorter apparent duration and an enhanced high-frequency content in the direction of342

rupture propagation. These effects may be referred to as Doppler effects. When the earth-343

quake rupture propagates in a unilateral direction, the Doppler effects are clear and asym-344

metric with respect to the direction of rupture. When the earthquake rupture propagates345

fast, as measured by the ratio of the rupture speed Vr to the velocity of the seismic wave346

propagation VP , it enhances the contrast in apparent duration and magnifies Doppler347

effects.348

Figure S4 illustrates the geometrical relation between the direction of rupture and349

the direction of the seismic ray taking off. We modify equation 1 of Park and Ishii (2015)350

to express the apparent duration of the P-wave pulse at station i, τi:351

τi =
L

Vr

(
1− Vr

VP
cos θi

)
, (3)352

where Vr is the average speed of a unilaterally propagating through rupture, L is the to-353

tal length of rupture, VP is the P-wave velocity at the source, and θi is the angle between354

the rupture propagation and ray take-off directions. Because Vr tends to be closer to the355

shear-wave speed VS , directivity effects in P-wave pulses are typically less than observed356

in S-wave pulses. Based on the geometry between the rupture directivity and the seis-357

mic ray path (Fig. 7a), cos θi is358

cos θi = sin γi sinβ + cos γi cosβ cos(ϕi − ϕr), (4)359

where the angle parameters are explained and illustrated in Figure S4. Each source-station360

geometry provides a unique set of geometrical parameters. We know ϕi and γi from earth-361

quake and receiver location and τi from measurements. We need to find L, Vr, β, and362

ϕr. We perform a grid search for the four parameters. β is searched between −π/2 and363

π/2 with 36 grid points, ϕr is searched between 0 and 2π with 72 grid points, Vr is searched364

within 0 ∼ VP with 100 grid points and L is searched between 0.6 Vr τ and 1.4 Vr τ365

with 8 grid points.366

In order to get apparent Vr and the direction of directivity, we need to measure τi.367

We measure the τi at each station using the stretching/squeezing ratio between the station-368

specific and the station-stacked displacement P waveforms. Then, we take the ratio be-369

tween the relative pulse durations and the average source duration. We draw a three-370

dimensional distribution of the relative durations because the P-wave rays from the source371

to receivers have specific take-off angles and azimuths.372

We select the events with at least 20 data in at least six azimuthal bins (each of373

45◦ width). The ratio of the optimal rupture velocity of the events with the local S-wave374

velocity is referred to as the “Doppler ratio” because it is only relevant for unilateral mov-375

ing ruptures. Here, we cannot determine the rupture velocity of a radially propagating376

rupture, but we can assess the circularity of the rupture propagation with the Doppler377

ratio. High Doppler strength indicates a rather unilateral rupture, and a low Doppler378

ratio indicates a rather circular rupture. Our measured Doppler ratio (Vrup/VS) is shown379

in Figure 7a. Most earthquakes in this analysis have an apparent unilateral rupture speed380

slower than 50% of the S-wave velocity. Hence, we draw our first conclusion that uni-381

lateral propagation is not the dominant mode of propagation of deep earthquakes. Rather,382

the crack model of radially propagating rupture might well suit our observations.383

We report that the denoised waveforms yield a much-reduced variance among the384

station-specific Doppler ratio values. We attribute this to the enhanced cross-correlation385
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Figure 7. The Doppler effect of deep earthquakes analyzed in this study. (a) The equivalent

unilateral rupture speed ratio to the S-wave velocity near the earthquake source is plotted to

show the relation with the moment, color-coded by event depth. (b) The number of peaks of the

source time function in relation to seismic moment color-coded by event depth.

coefficients of stretched P waves, contributing to a more precise estimation of the rel-386

ative source durations.387

Our result shows a significant correlation between the estimated Vrup/VS and earth-388

quake moment. The smaller earthquakes have a broad range of Doppler ratios between389

0.0 and 0.8, with a mean value of 0.3 (Figure 7a). This means the equivalent unilateral390

rupture speeds of the moderate-size deep earthquakes are mostly lower than 30% of the391

S-wave velocity. The large deep earthquakes have a narrower range of Doppler ratio val-392

ues between 0.0 and 0.4, with a mean value of 0.15. The decrease of the maximum Doppler393

ratio with the increasing moment may be related to i) the weakening of material beyond394

the seismogenic width (i.e., the slab) or ii) the growing complexity of the rupture pro-395

cesses, which can be involved with multiple faults or multiple mechanisms during a sin-396

gle large deep event, leading to more homogeneous rupture propagation and a poorer rep-397

resentation of the directivity with the Doppler ratio.398

We conduct statistical tests to demonstrate the significance of the difference be-399

tween the distributions of the Doppler ratio at different depths. The null hypothesis is400

that the mean of the two distributions of Doppler ratios (depth ranges of 100-300 km401

and 300-700 km) are equal. We then obtain a t-score of 1.6 with an associated p-score402

of 0.11. Hence, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, Doppler ratios of earth-403

quakes at the depth range of 100-300 km are statistically similar to that of earthquakes404

deeper than 300 km.405

4.3 Earthquake Complexity with Subevents406

Complex earthquake ruptures may comprise subevents that are bursts of moment407

release well separated in time (Kikuchi & Fukao, 1987; Houston et al., 1998; Ihmlé, 1998;408

Antolik et al., 1999; Tibi et al., 2003; Tsai et al., 2005; Duputel et al., 2012; Wei et al.,409

2013; Zhan, Kanamori, et al., 2014; Danré et al., 2019; Shi & Wei, 2020; Yin et al., 2021).410

We count the number of peaks of the stacked P-wave displacement for all deep earth-411

quakes analyzed in this study. We use a peak detector function (scipy.signal.find peaks412

in Python) and only search between the P-wave arrival time and the apparent duration.413

The data has been low-pass filtered below 4 Hz before integrating into displacements.414

We pick the subevent peaks from the stacked displacement over stations. We found that415
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most events have between 1 and 3 subevents, as shown in Figure 7c. The waveform res-416

olution (<4 Hz) is sufficient for Mw > 6 events and well below some Mw5.0-6.0 earth-417

quakes. Three subevents are only detected for Mw > 5.5, and smaller events present fewer418

subevents (i.e., 1 or 2) as shown in Figure 7b. Larger earthquakes have a few but more419

subevents, but overall, deep earthquakes are simpler ruptures with fewer subevents con-420

firming Yin et al. (2021) and the hypothesis that deep earthquakes are rather crack-like.421

4.4 Spectral Fitting422

The far-field P wave displacement waveforms are an approximation to the moment-423

rate function. Their amplitudes are controlled by radiation patterns and geometrical spread-424

ing, which are mostly frequency independent. The seismogram amplitudes are also af-425

fected by seismic attenuation, which considerably decreases the seismic amplitudes at426

frequencies greater than 1 Hz. It is common in seismology to remove the attenuation ef-427

fect by correcting the amplitudes in the frequency domain. We first transform the dis-428

placement time series to the Fourier amplitude spectrum using the package mtspec (Prieto,429

2022; Prieto et al., 2009), which uses a multi-taper spectral analysis that is robust for430

short windows (Thomson, 1982). To correct for the attenuation of high-frequency en-431

ergy for teleseismic P waves, we use the following equation,432

Ŝ(f) = Û e2πft
∗/2, (5)433

where t∗ = 0.3 for the P waves that originate from the mantle (Poli & Prieto, 2016).434

We then scale each attenuation-corrected displacement spectra to one. To avoid biases435

of azimuthal distributions in the station coverage, we group the P-wave spectra into eight436

π/4-wide azimuth bins. We first compute the average spectrum in each bin if there is437

data, then stack the spectra over azimuth bins, ignoring those without data. This pro-438

cedure is to approximately correct the radiation pattern and geometrical spreading ef-439

fects. We then level the stacked P spectra with the ISC catalog earthquake moment. Next,440

we use the following equation to model the source spectrum, assuming a Brune model441

(Brune, 1970).442

Ŝ
′
(f) =

M0

1 +
(

f
fc

)n , (6)443

where the two parameters to find are the falloff rate n and corner frequency fc. The choice444

of a simple spectral shape is justified because of the low Doppler ratio and low complex-445

ity of the P-wave pulses. We perform fitting in the log-log space: log of amplitudes re-446

sampled on a log-frequency array. We then perform a grid search by minimizing the mean447

square residuals between the modeled and observed spectrum between 0 and 1 Hz. We448

limit the grid search to 2.5 Hz for the corner frequency, approximately the corner fre-449

quency (or inverse of duration) of an Mw5 earthquake based on the regional data anal-450

ysis of intermediate-depth earthquakes by Prieto et al. (2013). A visual comparison be-451

tween the optimal modeled spectra with the stacked spectra of the noisy and denoised452

P waves is shown in Figure S5. The difference in spectral shapes between the synthetic453

and stacked spectra is reduced after denoising.454

We now explore the effects of earthquake size on the shape of the observed and mod-455

eled spectra. We group the spectra in seven-magnitude bins by normalizing all spectra456

and leveling them to the bin central moment. We show the bootstrapped spectra in Fig-457

ure 8. We average the logarithmic spectra amplitude in each magnitude bin by bootstrap-458

ping (selecting with replacement) 1,000 times the data. We obtained 1,000 averaged spec-459

tra, shown in Figure 8, and then averaged again for a single stacked spectrum per mag-460

nitude bin. We perform the same analysis for the original and the denoised seismograms.461

The main results that can be interpreted are the variation of the corner frequen-462

cies with the seismic moment for the denoised seismograms (Figure 8b). We find a vi-463
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Figure 8. Spectra averaged in magnitude bins. (a) The noisy spectra are divided into

seven magnitude groups, as indicated on the left, and bootstrapped in each group 1000 times

to compute the average spectra (gray). The median of the bootstrapped spectra mean (black

lines) is well fit by the spectral model (blue dashed lines) after searching for the optimal corner

frequency (yellow dots) and high-frequency fall-off rate. The corner frequency is marked as white

circles with uncertainties shown as gray bars. (b) Same as (a) for the denoised waveforms.

sual correlation that M0 ∝ f−4
c , again supporting a deviation from a self-similar be-464

havior. This result holds when considering the 739 individual estimates of fc (Figure S3)465

and confirms the inverse relation between duration τ and moment, M0 ∼ τ4.17, illus-466

trated in Figure 6a.467

With the recognition that such noisy waveforms (Figure 8a) would be disregarded468

in seismological studies, we want to highlight the impact of including noise in the spec-469

tral fitting. Microseismic noise particularly biases the retrieval of corner frequency for470

magnitude Mw 5-6.5. Moreover, high-frequency noise biases the retrieval of the high-frequency471

fall-off rate (and thus corner frequency given the parameter trade-offs) of the larger earth-472

quakes.473

4.5 Stress Drop474

Since the spectra are well fit using a single-corner frequency model and the weak475

directivity effects, we propose using a circular crack model of rupture for deep earthquakes.476

Crack models are modes of rupture where the fault slips behind the rupture front from477

the beginning of the fault slip until the earthquake fully arrests. We use the classic model478

of Brune (Brune, 1970) later updated by (Madariaga, 1976) to relate event duration and479

moment to stress drop ∆σ:480

∆σ =
7

16
M0

(
fc

0.35VS

)3

, (7)481

where the geometrical parameter 7/16 is used for a circular crack, the radius of the crack482

is estimated as 0.35VS/fc. We extract the shear-wave velocity VS from the 1D PREM483

model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981). We show the values of stress drop in Figures 9.484

We find a strong scaling of stress drops with earthquake magnitude but no variation with485

depth. We perform a linear regression log10 (∆σ) ∼ a log10 M0 using linear-least squares486
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Figure 9. Stress Drop, Depth, and Magnitude. (a) The stress drop is shown against

moment, color-coded by the event depth, with the bootstrapped mean of each magnitude bin

shown in green and the best-fit scaling relationship denoted by the dashed line. (b) The stress

drop is shown against depth, color-coded by the event magnitude. The bootstrapped mean on

each depth bin is shown in green, and the best-fit scaling relationship is denoted by the dashed

line.

and find the exponent a = 0.2. The resulting strong scaling suggests that if the Mw487

5.0 earthquakes have a stress drop of about 1.8 MPa, the Mw 7.5 earthquakes have a stress488

drop of 10 MPa. This scaling is slightly weaker than that found by (Poli & Prieto, 2016),489

though we generally find lower stress drops more consistent with global studies and crustal490

earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009), and using the time-domain duration estimate491

T would decrease the mean value of stress drop.492

As expected from the non-typical scaling of duration with seismic moments, the493

scaling of stress drop with magnitude is strong (Figure 9). We bootstrap the stress drop494

in the moment bins, calculate average stress drops, perform a linear regression in the log-495

log space, and find a best slope of 0.21, such as ∆σ ∼ M0.21
0 . Furthermore, the scal-496

ing is stronger for earthquakes deeper than 300 km: “intermediate depth” earthquakes497

have a scaling ∆σ ∼ M0.23
0 and “deep focused” earthquakes have a scaling of ∆σ ∼498

M0.26
0 , as shown in Figure S6.499

Unsurprisingly, the variability in spectral shapes shown in Figure 8a yields a higher500

variability in corner frequency and, consequently, in estimated stress drop. The variabil-501

ity may be unreasonable and span four orders of magnitude higher than for the same wave-502

forms but denoised using DenoTe. Therefore, our denoising technique has been essen-503

tial and provides more precise stress drop measurements and their scaling with magni-504

tude. We calculate the stress drop using the duration estimates and find similar moment-505

dependence (Figure S7).506

We do not see any strong dependence between stress drop and depth (Fig. 9). We507

measure an increased variability of the shallowest intermediate-depth earthquakes, which508

may indicate that we have less stable duration measurements for the shallowest earth-509

quakes (some depth phases may leak in our measurements), a greater sensitivity of the510

measurements to unknown attenuation effects, or may indicate a greater heterogeneity511

in source properties of shallow earthquakes. Vallée (2013) found the constant strain drop512
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with depth better fits the data. We scale the source duration using Equation 2, a dif-513

ferent approach from Vallée (2013), based on the assumption of constant stress drop with514

depth. However, since the density and S-wave velocity vary by some moderate amount,515

we can not discriminate between constant stress drop and constant strain drop.516

4.6 Radiated Energy517

Next, we estimate the radiated energy of these earthquakes using the denoised wave-518

forms. The kinetic energy of the radiated P wave can be estimated by integrating the519

squared P-wave velocity spectrum. We were partially motivated to measure if ML-denoising520

affected the waveforms over a broad range of frequencies, to which radiated energy is par-521

ticularly sensitive. We estimate the radiated P-wave energy using,522

EP =
2πM2

0 ⟨R2
P ⟩

ρV 5
P

∫ ∞

0

[f Ŝ(f)]2df, (8)523

where, ⟨R2
P ⟩ = 4π/15 is the squared P-wave radiation pattern coefficient averaged over524

the double-couple focal sphere assuming the uniform shape of source spectra Ŝ(f), α is525

the P wave velocity at the location of the source. The shear modulus µ is calculated with526

the shear-wave velocity of the PREM model, and the seismic moment M0 is calculated527

from moment-magnitude.528

With the radiated energy, we can further calculate the apparent stress (see Figure529

S8) by530

σa = µER/M0, (9)531

In general, the observed spectra well match the model Ŝ
′
(f) in equation 6 within 0-1 Hz532

(see Figure 8). Higher than 1 Hz, the observed spectra have a steeper fall-off than the533

model, which implies that attenuation may be frequency dependent and under-corrected534

at higher frequencies. Ide and Beroza (2001) has indicated that the source spectrum at535

frequencies higher than ten times the corner frequency only accounts for less than 10%536

of the total energy. Hence, we separate the integration in equation 8 in two parts: ob-537

served spectra integrated over 0-1 Hz and modeled spectra integrated over 1-4 Hz.538

Similar to (Boatwright & Choy, 1986; Convers & Newman, 2011; Poli & Prieto, 2016;539

Denolle & Shearer, 2016), we scale the S energy using the ratio ES = 3V 5
P /2V

5
SEP . Sev-540

eral assumptions are required to apply this ratio. First, S waves are assumed to have the541

same spectral shape as P waves. Second, we assume that the focal mechanism of the source542

is strictly a double couple, which is questionable for deep earthquakes (Knopoff & Ran-543

dall, 1970; Frohlich, 1989; Green & Houston, 1995), and that we are sampling the whole544

focal sphere. Third, we assume the ratio between P and S waves found in the PREM ve-545

locity model.546

We find that radiated energy also scales strongly with the seismic moment, with547

an exponent of 1.23. Such scaling is expected from the scaling of corner frequency with548

earthquake magnitude because of the abnormally higher corner frequency of larger earth-549

quakes, within which seismic energy concentrates. Typical self-similar concepts of earth-550

quake scaling promote the idea that scaled energy, ER/M0 is constant (Venkataraman551

& Kanamori, 2004; Baltay et al., 2010; Convers & Newman, 2011), though Denolle and552

Shearer (2016) found this was true regardless of the fault geometry.553

We show the moment-dependent radiated energy derived from the noisy and de-554

noised P waves in Figure 10a and b, respectively. Similar to the other measurements,555

denoising reduces the variability of the radiated energy measurements but does not al-556

ter the general trend of the scaling (Figure S9).557
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Figure 10. Radiation energy and efficiency of deep earthquakes. Radiated energy as a

function of seismic moment and color-coded with depth. The green dots and bars indicate the av-

erage logarithmic radiated energy bootstrapped in magnitude bins and the best-fitting regression

coefficients, respectively, for the raw, attenuation-corrected waveforms (a) and after denoising,

attenuation-corrected waveforms (b). (c) Radiation efficiency against moment as markers color-

coded with event depth with the binned average efficiency. (d) Radiation efficiency against depth

color-coded by event magnitude, with green dots denoting the bootstrapped average efficiency in

each fine depth bin.
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4.7 Radiation Efficiency558

Considering the simplified slip-weakening model of fault strength, we also calcu-559

late the apparent radiation efficiency introduced by Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004),560

also well explained and discussed in Abercrombie and Rice (2005), Noda and Lapusta561

(2013), and Lambert et al. (2021). We use the definition of radiation efficiency:562

ηR =
2µER

∆σM0
, (10)563

where the shear modulus µ is calculated with the shear-wave velocity of the PREM model,564

seismic moment M0 is calculated from moment-magnitude, radiated energy ER and stress565

drop ∆σ are measured above.566

We find low radiation efficiency at about 0.05, similar to other studies (Poli & Pri-567

eto, 2016; Prieto et al., 2013; Wiens, 2001). These values are typically much lower than568

those reported for crustal earthquakes (Venkataraman & Kanamori, 2004; Singh et al.,569

2004; Zollo et al., 2014; Prieto et al., 2017; Lambert et al., 2021). Noda and Lapusta (2013)570

and Lambert et al. (2021) suggested that radiation efficiency inferred from seismic ob-571

servations tends to be overestimated as the seismological stress drop estimate is likely572

to be underestimated (Noda & Lapusta, 2013). Together with these potential biases, our573

results suggest deep earthquakes have much lower radiation efficiency than crustal ones.574

We also observe a weak moment-dependence of radiation efficiency (Figure 10c),575

also implied by the slight difference in scaling found for radiated energy and stress drop.576

Visually, there is greater variability of radiation efficiency for smaller magnitude earth-577

quakes, which can be attributed to greater variability in corner frequency.578

To further study the relationship between the radiation efficiency and source depth,579

we calculate the average radiation efficiency within each small depth interval (see Fig-580

ure 10d). The shallowest earthquakes (100-250 km) have average radiation efficiencies581

about 30% higher than those of the events at greater depth. We can rule out attenua-582

tion effects: we have assumed a unique attenuation correction. Thus it is possible that583

we over-corrected the deep earthquake signals relative to shallower earthquake signals,584

which would give an apparent higher radiated energy. Because radiation efficiency as cal-585

culated in equation 10 is effectively proportional to V 5
P /V

5
S , uncertainties from this ra-586

tio due to our choice of velocity depth profile can explain a portion of the depth-dependence.587

Nevertheless, our conclusions remain unchanged when using the AK135f velocity model588

(Kennett et al., 1995; Montagner & Kennett, 1996) see Figure S10 for comparison.589

4.8 Fracture Energy590

Fracture energy is the energy spent to create the fracture. We use the definition591

of the energy budget in Kanamori and Rivera (2006) for slip-weakening models of earth-592

quakes to estimate the fracture energy from our seismic observables, stress drop and scaled593

energy:594

G′ =
1

2
(∆σ − 2σa)S, (11)595

where σa is referred to as apparent stress and S is the average slip of the ruptured596

area that is calculated in an elliptical, circular model as S = M0/[µπ(0.35VSτ)
2
]. We597

use τ as our time-domain duration estimate in this example. It should be noted that the598

fracture energy can be underestimated in the case of undershoot, where the fault is weak-599

ened to a low friction level dynamically and recover to higher friction when the slip stops600

(Viesca & Garagash, 2015). We show the estimated values in Figure 11.601

In general, deep earthquakes exhibit slightly higher fracture energy, discussed ear-602

lier, with a slightly lower radiation efficiency. But overall, both intermediate-depth and603
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Figure 11. Fracture energy against average slip inferred from seismic observations, color-

coded with depth. A linear regression of slip is fitted to the bootstrapped mean values of the

binned data, and the best slopes are found for the earthquakes with estimates of average slip as

shown in black solid line, in contrast to the power-law scaling by Viesca and Garagash (2015).

deep earthquakes share a similar relation between fracture energy and slip. This further604

suggests that their energy budget are similar despite the possible and diverse mechanisms605

discussed in Zhan (2020).606

Typical scaling between observed fracture energy and average slip is G′ ∼ S2 is607

overall satisfied with our observations. This is consistent with the inference from Abercrombie608

and Rice (2005). For shallower earthquakes, Viesca and Garagash (2015) found a change609

in scaling for larger earthquakes that could be modeled using dynamic weakening mech-610

anisms such as flash heating (Rice, 2006) and thermo-pressurization of fluids (Noda &611

Lapusta, 2013; Marguin & Simpson, 2023). In contrast to the inferred behavior of shal-612

lower earthquakes (Viesca & Garagash, 2015), our results suggest no strong dynamic weak-613

ening mechanisms.614

The overall low radiation efficiency of moderate- to large-size deep earthquakes im-615

ply that the fault weakening is likely to be persistent during the slip growth so that frac-616

ture energy keeps at a high level.617

5 Discussion on the properties of deep earthquakes618

The weak directivity is a distinct feature of deep earthquakes, implying the rela-619

tively homogeneous stress states in the mantle or more diffusive rupture mechanisms.620

On average, we find Doppler ratios of 0.1-0.4 for Mw>7 deep earthquakes, correspond-621

ing to 0.5-2.2 km/s apparent unilateral rupture speed, assuming an average S-wave ve-622

locity of 4.5-5.5 km/s. This is consistent with the slow rupture speed observed for large623

deep earthquakes. Beck et al. (1995) derived a slow rupture speed (1-2 km/s, 636 km)624

for the 1994 Mw8.3 Bolivian earthquake. Park and Ishii (2015) derived the average rup-625

ture speed for the 2012 Mw7.7 (2.7 km/s, 583 km) and 2013 Mw8.3 (1.4 km/s, 602 km)626

earthquakes in the Sea of Okhotsk region. Warren and Shearer (2006) studied the global627

deep moderate-to-large earthquakes during 1988-2000 and found slow rupture speed in628

most earthquakes. Prieto et al. (2017) obtained a best-fit slow unilateral and sub-horizontal629

rupture directivity (1.3 km/s) of the 2013 Mw4.8 Wyoming earthquake (75 km). Dı́az-630

Mojica et al. (2014) used an elliptical patch approach to study the 2011 Mw6.5 Guer-631

rero, Mexico earthquake (62 km) and found a slow rupture (0.5 km/s). Mirwald et al.632

(2019) also found a slow rupture (0.34 km/s) during the 2017 Mw7.1 earthquake (57 km)633
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in the Cocos plate beneath central Mexico. In contrast, Zhan, Helmberger, et al. (2014)634

used the duration after EGF correction and obtained a rupture speed above the local635

VS for the Mw6.7 Sea of Okhotsk earthquake (642 km), implying a very different rup-636

ture process relative to the nearby 2013 Mw8.3 Okhotsk Earthquake. This may be con-637

firmed by the larger variability of Doppler ratios we find for Mw5.0-6.9 earthquakes.638

The moderate-magnitude earthquakes (1016 < M0 < 1019 N m) have source di-639

mensions comparable to the width of the subduction zone slab core. Within the core,640

frictional conditions may be more favorable for dynamic rupture, given the potentially641

elevated pore pressure due to mineral phase transformation (dehydration or compaction),642

or pre-existing slab faults. The larger-magnitude earthquakes have greater spatial ex-643

tent, and therefore can further propagate into the surrounding, mantle which could have644

a less heterogeneous structure than the slab and considerably less water content. The645

distinct environments where these earthquakes reside may lead to scale-dependent Doppler646

ratios. The colder slab core may provide favorable conditions for small but faster rup-647

ture growth, while the surrounding warm material may be involved with a more dissi-648

pative and slower rupture.649

Deep earthquakes have shorter source duration and thus higher corner frequencies650

than shallow earthquakes due to increased rigidity with depth (Vallée, 2013). The magnitude-651

duration scaling M0 ∼ τ4 that we measured from the denoised P waves is consistent652

with previous studies (Poli & Prieto, 2014). The corner frequency of deep earthquake653

displacement seismograms of direct P waves obtained from fitting Brune’s models fol-654

lows the same scaling with seismic moment (M0 ∼ f−4
c ) are consistent with the time-655

domain measurements. The difference between this scaling and that found for shallow656

earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009) suggests that the rupture area and slip scaling657

are not self-similar.658

Given the moment-duration scaling, we infer that stress drop increases with seis-659

mic moment. Early studies on the topic reported weak stress drop scaling (Frohlich, 2006),660

while some recent studies based on a larger number of stations and wider frequency band661

have found evident scaling (Prieto et al., 2013; Poli & Prieto, 2016). We obtain a sim-662

ilar moment-scaling of stress drop ∆σ ∼ M0.21
0 for Mw5-8 earthquakes at a 100-700 km663

depth range. This contrasts with shallow earthquakes, where stress drop tends to be scale-664

invariant (Allmann & Shearer, 2009; Denolle & Shearer, 2016; Courboulex et al., 2016).665

Cocco et al. (2016) compared stress drop estimates from different tectonic settings and666

using different methodologies to confirm the large variability up to three orders of mag-667

nitude (0.1–100 MPa, similar to the range in Figure 9) for a broad range of seismic mo-668

ment (−8 < MW < 9), and reported no evident scaling of stress drop with earthquake669

size.670

The radiation efficiency of deep earthquakes mainly ranges between 1% and 10%,671

much lower than that of shallow large events (25% by Kanamori and Brodsky (2004)).672

The low radiation efficiency and high stress drop of these deep earthquakes could also673

be explained by substantial shear heating, similar to the interpretation of Prieto et al.674

(2013). We have ignored 3D velocity and attenuation models, which significantly impact675

the high-frequency content of the P-wave displacement, which should be incorporated676

in future work.677

In spite of the argument that different mechanisms may enable intermediate-depth678

earthquakes and deep-focus (Zhan, 2020), they show similar characteristics in terms of679

magnitude scaling with duration, static stress drop, and radiated energy. The lack of depth680

variations in these parameters may also indicate that similar mechanisms govern the earth-681

quakes in the two depth ranges. We note that the stress drop-magnitude scaling (power682

law of exponent 0.21) and the low median radiation efficiency (0.05) of both intermediate-683

depth and deep-focus earthquakes are similar to the result of Prieto et al. (2013). This684

indicates that the source processes of deep earthquakes could be dissipative and trans-685
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late a small portion of static stress drop into high-frequency radiation. Hence, this study686

further extends the possibility of thermal runaway mechanism from the intermediate-687

depth earthquakes to the deep-focus events.688

The study based on data from shallow earthquakes (Abercrombie & Rice, 2005)689

suggests the frictional strength decreases more rapidly in the initial stage of rapid slip690

and then decreases more slowly at larger cumulated slip (σf (S) ∝ −S0.28). Deep earth-691

quakes show a more uniform decay rate of friction over slip distance (σf (S) ∝ −S1).692

Based on the scaling of fracture energy and average slip, deep earthquakes may not fa-693

vor the dynamic weakening mechanism of thermal pressurization mechanism, Viesca and694

Garagash (2015) proposed to dominate for shallow events (Fig. 11). Alternative mech-695

anisms may include flash heating and even melting, which require persistently high frac-696

ture energy for larger earthquakes. On the other hand, thermal pressurization may be697

greatly limited for deep earthquakes because of the depleted water or fluid at the depth698

range, especially if the earthquakes propagate in the mantle. Nonetheless, other mech-699

anisms, such as shear heating, may be invoked to explain the large fracture energy and700

slow rupture propagation.701

It appears difficult to invoke single mechanisms proposed for deep earthquakes (phase702

transformation, dehydration embrittlement, shear heating) to explain whole event dy-703

namics. Our measurements of source dynamics favor the interpretation of dissipative shear704

heating as a dominant mechanism at the source, though dissipative mechanisms do not705

favor nucleation. Instead, the dual-mechanism proposed y Zhan (2020) is practical may706

explain the combination of dynamic nucleation and dissipative propagation. Besides, two707

nucleation mechanisms can be invoked to differentiate between intermediate-depth and708

deep-focused earthquakes. The intermediate-depth earthquakes may be initiated by de-709

hydration embrittlement, and the deep-focus earthquake may be triggered by transfor-710

mational faulting. As the rupture grows in size, thermal runaway takes over, leading to711

a large portion of stress drop being dissipated near the source. Due to the diffusive na-712

ture of heat transmission, shear heating allows for dynamic rupture, even if it’s ineffi-713

cient at radiating waves.714

In general, deep earthquakes have relatively simple rupture processes compared to715

crustal earthquakes because of the fewer subevents identified from their source time func-716

tions. This feature may favor that deep earthquakes tend to start on the faults with pre-717

ferred orientation (e.g., along the metastable olivine wedge or along the pre-existing intra-718

plate faults) and develop with smooth propagation. This starting phase may be related719

to a relatively faster unilateral rupture speed (Zhan, Helmberger, et al., 2014). As the720

rupture is growing to a certain extent, the smooth propagation with the preferred fault721

orientation could be replaced with a slower and dissipative phase, which probably has722

a complex fault orientation (e.g., the 1994 Bolivia earthquake interpreted by Zhan, Kanamori,723

et al. (2014)).724

Our neural networks can be easily generalized to other seismic waves with differ-725

ent window lengths and sampling rates. The fully-connected layer between the shallow726

and deep kernels is adjustable, with higher learning capability for larger input sizes. Hence,727

the same architecture can be effectively applied to other seismic phases with minor mod-728

ifications. Therefore, the general framework we developed in this study is of great po-729

tential to be applied to different types of research. An extension of this work could be730

extending the analysis for shallow earthquakes, which are still offshore and have cover-731

age on island stations that are polluted with microseismic noise. The denoised waveform732

can provide Green’s functions with better azimuthal coverages.733

Another widely employed research is receiver function studies that rely on the data734

quality of the three-component teleseismic seismograms. With the P wave denoiser, the735

secondary phases can better stand out from the strong noise, so it provides many-fold736

more data recordings: 135,265 traces of Mw5-5.5 deep earthquakes were selected based737
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on SNR > 8 after denoising, while only 3,118 of them could have been used with the738

same SNR criterion without denoising. We show the overall improvement for individ-739

ual deep earthquakes in Figure S11. Furthermore, the application of our “DenoTe” to740

regional seismic networks would greatly benefit the real-time phase picking for larger-741

scale earthquake monitoring and enhance the accuracy of both the travel-time-based and742

waveform-based tomography studies.743

6 Conclusion744

This study demonstrates that machine learning can be included as data pre-processing745

to enhance our observation capabilities for earthquake source characterization. The demon-746

stration uses deep earthquakes as an example because they already have relatively “clean”747

seismograms. Our ML denoising considerably improved the volume of data with a suf-748

ficiently good signal-to-noise ratio and an accurate wiggle-to-wiggle reconstruction over749

a broad range of frequencies, especially in the smaller earthquake magnitudes. We dou-750

bled the number of events studied and considerably added independent observations (e.g.,751

station waveforms) to each earthquake. We have demonstrated that broadband signals752

can be recovered using time-domain ML processing.753

Our analysis of deep earthquakes is an update from the Poli and Prieto (2016) anal-754

ysis, whereby we include more events of smaller magnitudes and expand beyond the anal-755

ysis of scaling, depth dependence, energy budget, and earthquake complexity. We con-756

firm the results of other studies that have found a strong scaling of stress drop and scaled757

energy with earthquake magnitude, which suggests weakening mechanisms stronger with758

earthquake size.759

The lack of directivity effects and low complexity found for intermediate and deep760

earthquakes suggests that these events are rather crack-like and confined ruptures. In761

general, we find that typical stress drops of 1-10 MPa and low scaled energy (10−5), rel-762

atively low directivity, yielding low radiation efficiency and high fracture energy. While763

dynamic mechanisms may be at play for larger earthquakes, the rupture propagation of764

intermediate and deep earthquakes is dissipative.765

There remain limitations to this work. Our preliminary test on S wave data was766

inconclusive because generating the data set of “clean” S waves is tedious and because767

S waves are much more depleted in high frequency than can be corrected for by a frequency-768

constant t∗ model. There are clearly opportunities to incorporate ML denoising in other769

earthquake studies such as receiver functions and finite source inversions.770

7 Open Research771

The software package for denoising is developed using PyTorch. It is named “De-772

noTe” and can be accessed from https://github.com/qibinshi/TeleseismicDenoiser.773
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are obtained from the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN).
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Figure S1. Loss during the training. The loss of each reconstructed waveform is the average

between the mean-squared error and the cross-correlation coefficient. The total loss (blue dots) is

the sum of losses in the signal branch (green dots) and noise branch (purple dots). The validation

loss is used to determine the termination time of the training in order to prevent overfitting.
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Figure S2. Map view of the apparent stress and scaled duration of the deep earthquakes.
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Figure S3. Corner frequency with earthquake moment. (a) The scaling relation between the

earthquake moment and the inverse of corner frequency is shown by dots color-coded by event

depth and fitted with linear lines in the logarithmic space. (b) The inverse of corner frequency

scaled to the same moment and shear-wave velocity is plotted with event depth. (c) and (d)

show the same relation between the inverse of corner frequency and the source duration but

color-coded by event depth and magnitude respectively.
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Figure S4. Cartoon representing the geometrical configuration between source directivity

and seismic ray and the parameters used to calculate rupture directivity. The rupture direction

is shown as a thick arrow with horizontal azimuth ϕr and inclination angle β is on the fault

plane (shaded) with strike ϕS and dip α. The seismic ray between the source and the receiver

is a dashed arrow with horizontal azimuth ϕi, and inclination angle γi deviates from the rupture

directivity vector with an angle θi.
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Figure S5. Spectra of noisy and denoised P waves of an Mw5.5 deep event. (a) and (b)

are the raw P waves and the denoised P waves, respectively, of the Mw5.5 earthquake. The P

waves are aligned with the peak amplitude, stretched based on the maximum cross-correlation

coefficients and arranged by their station azimuth relative to the epicenter. The blue traces are

flipped with signs for better alignment. The orange and purple dots mark the first and last

points of the original time window for alignment. (c) and (d) are azimuthally binned average

spectra and the stacked total spectra for noisy and denoised waveforms respectively. The thick

green and red lines are the stacked spectra of the signal window and the noise window preceding

the signal, respectively. The blue dashed lines are the best-fit spectral model, marked with the

corner frequency shown as white dots.
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Figure S6. Stress drop against seismic moment in the two depth range: 100-300 km and

300-700km. The slope of the best fit regression is indicated in the text box.

Figure S7. Stress drop derived from the duration estimates. (a) Stress drop against the seismic

moment color-coded by depth. (b) Stress against depth color-coded by moment magnitude.
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Figure S8. Fall-off rate of model spectra and the inferred apparent stress. (a) Variation of

fall-off rate with earthquake moment color-coded by event depth. (b) Variation of fall-off rate

with event depth color-coded by event size. (c) The scaling relation between the apparent stress

and earthquake moment is color-coded by event depth. The green squares and the green line

represent the binned average of apparent stress and the best-fit scaling relation. (d) Variation of

apparent stress with event depth color-coded by event size.
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Figure S10. Fracture energy and radiation efficiency inferred using the AK135-f average

Earth’s velocity model. (a) and (b) are the scaling relation between fracture energy and slip

that is best fitted by the power-law scaling. (a) is color-coded by event depth and (b) by event

size. (c) Variation of radiation efficiency with earthquake moment. (d) Variation of radiation

efficiency with teh event depth. Green squares represent the binned average values of radiation

efficiency.
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Figure S11. The SNR (dB) improvement for the deep earthquakes in this analysis. (a)

The average increase amount of SNR for individual events after denoising, shown against event

moment color-coded by depth. (b) Histogram of the SNR improvement among all events selected

for analysis.
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